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SCHEME OF GOVERNOR AND SECRETARY OF LABOR IS NOT
ACCEPTED
Denver, Nov. 28. Governor K. M.
Amnions early today had received no
reply from either the Colorado coal

operators or their striking employes
to the proposition of arbitration of
the strike submitted last night by the
Governor and Secretary of Labor William B. Wilson. He announced that,
without waiting further, he would put
into effect a reign of enforced law
and order in the strike zone.
When the governor first sent the
state troops to the coal fields, he refused to permit the operators to import strikebreakers, fearing that such
action would inflame hostilities and
make settlement of the strike hnpos-sible. This policy now has been chang;
ed. Strikebreakers will be permitted
to enter the coal fields in accordance
wtih the stale law, which provides
:har. they shall not be imported without having been told that they are
hired to take the places of strikers.
"I have sent' word to Adjutant General Chase to enforce the laws, whether they are" fight or- wrdnlj, and" 'to
"
maintain order In the 'strike zone by
every nieanB in his power," the governor said this morning. "I have done
everything within my power to bring
about a settlement. As yet I have
bave heard nothing from either side
regarding the scheme of arbitration
proposed by Secretary Wilson and myself, but I shall wait no longer. From
now on I shall do my duty and enforce the laws. Of course, if the par- 1

chance of settlement arises, I shall be
only too glad to take advantage of

i
t

To Admit Strikebreakers
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 28; Written instructions from Governor E. M. Amnions permitting men to seek employment In the coal fields of southern Colorado providing they are advised of the strike conditions existing, as required by the statutes, were
presented to General John Chase this
inorning by Deputy Attorney General
Francis E. Bouck. The letter was
drafted last night and turned over
to Mr. Bouck by Governor Ammons
to deliver personally.
This authority, coupled with verbal
instructions, conveyed by Mr. Bouck
and telephone advices from Governor
Ammons, led General Chase to announce that he would at once proceed "to enforce the law."
Immediately following the conference with the deputy attorney general, General Chase announced that
military court would convene tomorrow morning.
The following officers
were appointed as members of the
military commission; ' Colonel C. B.
Carlyle, Denver; Colonel Edward
Denver; George P. Llngen-felteDenver,-- Major A. H. Williams,
Denver; Major A. p. Reeves, Montrose; Captain A. D. ' Marshall, Denver; Lieutenant W. A. Spangler, Denver.
Judge- Advocate E. J. Boughton of
Denver, will conduct the inquiry, with
Major C. C. Townsend of Greeley and
Captain Edward A. Smith of Denver
assisting. The commission will sit in
full military uniforms and strict martial regulations will be observed.
The failure of the Denver conference, the rejection of the suggestions
of Governor Ammons and Secretary
Wilson by the union leaders: and the
announcement that men from outside
j
districts would be given military protection if they desire employment In
the southern fields, have, it is declar
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of troops and not wiih a small escort,
as when he made his first trip from
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Cincinnati. Nov.. 28. When the
third Xanomti Conference on
S1TLU
turning to the mines.
is oalled to order heer next WeThe announcement that outside
''ett W. de Forest,
dnesday bj I
TO
miners are to be permitted to go to
it will be tit'' i t time that one of
work 'in the strike zone was received
b neets in the midthese con fere
.without comment at the local union
dle west. All preparations' for the
Union
headquarters this morning,
gatbeiing h)M' liewi completed and
leaders declare that few i: city strikit is expected tli.it the conference will
ers have deserted.
surpass all its predecessors in InterDEMOCRATS EXPRESS WILLING- - est, importance anil attendance. The PRISONERS TAKEN AT VICTORIA,
Grand Jury Will Report
NESS TO LABOR FOR CUR-'"- .
housing probli.ni, which is particularMEXICO, ARE EXECUTED
Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 28. The federal
ly vexing In oh h older and larger
RENCY BILL
WITHOUT MERCY
grand jury which Is Investigating the
cities where w tin course of many
Colorado coal strike met. at 1 o'clock
i i stricts have
years lurg
this afternoon and also will hold a REGIONAL BANKS DISCUSSED
TIES
ARE
and v ' r , owing to the liin- - BLOOD
IGNORED
night session. The jury !s through
he. Introduction of
nations of KnHciwith witnesses and prepm- ig its recorre tive d i ' is connected with CARRANZA
INSTITU-TIONOFFICER ORDERS HIS
port, which pubablv will be made at LOCATION OF THESE
great difncuitie. C neinnati is con- WORRIES PARTY
2 o'clock tomorrow eiternoon. Several
COUSIN
SHOT BEFORE
fronted with u;us roblem in a rath- indictrnent.3 are expected.
CAUCUS
MOTHER'S
EYES
the question as
jer serious form
to the proper hnn rng of the problem
SEWER EXPLOSION
will furiii one- of
NOT
ACTIVE
.
1": SPANISH CONSUL A VICTIM
.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 28. Steam sho- REPUBLICANS
n
o
io in nee. .Many
raatuia
vels were today employed In tearing
architec
perls in housing hatters,
sewup, the remnants of the nine-foo- t
THY ANNOUNCE THEY WILL ture, city planiiinwand engineer' ig REPORTS FROM CAPITAL STATE
er, wrecked for a mile in the
from all parts of fie United States
to FOREIGN OFFICIAL WAS
HOLD NO CONFERENCE ON
district by an explosion of
atc.umm
lioui
to
and
,ie
expected
SHOT DOWN
THE MONEY ACT
sewer gas last Wednesday. Debris
tend the conference and to take part
has clogged the channel and seepage
in the discussions j
Mexico City, Nov. 28. Blood and
and water backing up had undermit
Washington, Nov. 28. Location of
family ties did not avail to halt the
ed the walls of a brewery so that it the regional reserve banks to be esARMY IS CONFIDENT
was in danger of falling in. Two hun- tablished by the now currency bill be- j West Point. N. V, Nov. 28. The 10 vonscaiics tf the tonstittstlonallsts
dred employes were hurriedly driven came a matter of pressing importance men in the Army 'football squad, ac- when federal office holders fell into
their hands at the capture of the city
when the democratic conference re'
Into the streets by city inspectors.
.the dtacnes, trainers, a
of Victoria, capital of the state of
sinned work today. The insistence of companied by
and sevi m attendants, left
Senator Hoke Smith and Senator sur.;eon
State as well as federal
here this morning ,for New York. officials were
Bacon' of Georgia that the territory
executed without quarFAMOUS
Every man of the rst string eleven ter. Among those killed was a
tributary to Atlanta would not do is in
young
the pink of condition and ready
business with a regional bank at New
civilian, cousin of Enrique Caballero,
to' make a stiff ljght against the
who is the leader of the rebels at
Orleans, mav force the conference to
DEAD at
IS
tomorrow, i n. Navy tois count- - Victoria, and one o the
least Informally outline districts
chief lieuto be a tenants of Venustiano Carranza. The
ln& on Coach Dllly'
and, locations for the banks.
While the administration will proyoung civilian was condemned to die
CHICAGO POLICE WORKING ON pose eight regional banks, the con-v- predict a victory, hit he did say the because he had helped the federal
MYSTERY OF DEMISE OF
ference may finally increase them Navy men Would' hive to fight every troops defend the city.
EDGAR HOWE
The young man's mother, who Is
to ten. The bill that passed the house inch of the way.
There was no demonstration when an aunt of the rebel officer, went on
provided 12.
Chicago, Nov.- 28. Attempts were
Republican senators probably will the squad left (Wr the cadets were her knees and begged that the life
'hi battalion
made by the police today to solve the not take up the currency bill as a
will of her son be saved. Caballero's rei'l toinorow morn- - ply was to have his cousin brought
;'e fir New
mystery surrounding the death of Ed- party measure. Leaders said today
n l special train.
nl 11 h'rt'a.'-'from the prison and stood in front of
gar C. Howe, a gambler, whose body that they had no plans for a repubwas found yesterday on a farm west lican conference, and declared their
a firing squad of revolutionists, who
HANISH-of the city.
shot him down before his mother's
K."
efforts to amend the bill" would be!
.C ine
1 he case of Oto-uMrs. Howe, who had not been liv- taken up on the floor without reirard
eyes.
to, Nov,
.Details of the capture of Victoria,
ing with her husband, Identified the to any agreement the demociat'i n.ivi ma i V ' a lit
'dunged with
transr
friable matter by whwth occurred a week aeo. reached
body late last nfgtet.;. There was a reach to unanlmnn
support !
'
bullet wound In the iu al aiuL tljo Owen bill.
,
iij tbe jm v ti' 1 iy Aiexjco Oilv toddy.. C inrral Vt oi 10
skull was fractured in three places.
Work dragged somewhat in tie Counsel ior tbe tfoenianl argued that Tlabago. (he federal coninufiini-- r of
Mrs. Howe said she had not seen her conference today, and' the leaders Hiinlsh s book was sj valuable work, Victoria, on evacuating
the city,
husband since last Sunday, but that said if the bill was not completed by especially as it advocates exercise proceeded with his troops to the
there had been no quarrel.
tomorrow night the senators probably and living in the sun, and declared southwest In the expectation of a con- that the jurors would be better men nection with the federal columns com-fo- r
Whether murder or vuiclde, the would work Sunday.
death of Howe brought Into public
A guarantee of deposits, proposed
having listened to the reading of manded by General Rubio Navarrote,
view the lights and shadows of a by Senator Williams, was referred to it.
who was trying to go to the assistance of the garrison of Victoria.
"sport's" career. Howe was prof'c-ien- t the democrats of the banking commitat spinning a wheel or dealing tee. Some form of guarantee is exThe rebels, however, sent out a
He was one of the best known and pected to result.' The number of
San Francisco, Nov; 28. Hungry on flying squadron to meet General
imost
prosperous gamblers in the members of the federal reserve board Thanksgiving day and out of work
troops and checked their
was left to be taken up later.
Thomas Stark, 52 years old, stole a progress. The fate of both General
city.
With the closing of the race tracks
Senator Thomas of Colorado an- loaf of bread from a Chinaman.
He Navarrette's
command and that of
here more than a decade ago Howe's nounced he would propose atn amend- was arrested. An hour afterward General Rabago is still unknown here.
fortune changed. He had lost his ment to make the new currency pay- Stark- was eating turkey and cranberThe constitutionalist troops entered
money and his friends knew it, tut able in "gold, silver or lawful money." ries and mince pie with the other In- Victoria during the afternoon of No
with the old pride of a once successmates at the city prison. The loaf of vember 19 Immediately after the federal troops had evacuated the city
ful gambler, he never would admit it.
bread is held as, evidence.
which they defended stoutly for three
William McCann, caretaker of the COLORADO BANK IS
old Hawthorne race track, testfled at
NEWSPAPER MAN DEAD
days. The rebels, It Is said, at once
the Inquest that a revolver found' near
Chicago, Nov. 28 Frank E. Rowley, started pillaging, setting fire to
former managing editor of the Chicago houses and murdering citizens. Prithe body was his property, but said
Howe had access to it. The coroner
Chronicle, who has1 held executive vate residences as well as stores and
then ordered a continuance of the MESA COUNTY NATIONAL
OF positions on newspapers In San Fran- government officers were sacked and
cisco and Cleveland, died at his home a number of Spanish residents were
proceedings.
PAY
WILL
,
JUNCTION
GRAND
here today after a prolonged illness. killed, including. It Is said, the SpanALL DEPOSITORS
Mr. Rowley was bfirn at Racine, Wifl. ish consul.
10
of rebel troops
further
A
to
movement
came
He
this
when
years
city
FLEMING SAYS TOE
Grand Junction, Colo., Nov. 28.
old.
from the district of Victoria toward
.
The Mesa County National bank, the
Tampico is reiiorted in messages reoldest financial institution in the
FAI
WAS
FIGHT
ceived
through railroad agents. The
mcREYnolds'.
back
Patting
county and capitalized at $100,000, was
Nov. 28. The nation's telegraph wires were cut today at
Washington,
closed today by order of the comptrol- tnterest
in Attorney General McRey-nold- Gonzales, about 60 miles , northwest
EFFORTS OF SANTA FE ON Lfi6 ler of the currency. Impairment of
Train service between
of the alleged cold of Tampico.
investigation
securities and refusal of outside aid storage trust was Indicated
VEGAS' BEHALF WERE
and
Victoria has been susTampico
today
was given as the cause. Officers an- when
APPRECIATED
of letters of commen- pended.
hundreds
nounced that the bank would be re dation
To Atdmit American Cotton
from all parts of the country
the
of
A.
Fleming, secretary
organized i na few days and deposit- came to the
cotton in limited quanAmerican
George
of
department
justice.
Commercial club, this morning stated ors paid in full. National Bank Extities is to be admitted into Mexico
that had it not been for the efforts aminer Walter W. Smith of St. Louis
free of duty unless railroad communCARPENTER IS GOVERNOR
and stanch support of the Santa Fe was placed in charge.
Manila, Nov. 28. Frank W. Car- ication with the Torreon cotton disamounted approximately penter, executive secretary of the trict be restored w'thin a week, accounty representatives Las Vegas
Deposits
would not have made the excellent to $54,000. It was said the closing of
Philippines, was today appointed gov- cording to a statement made today
showing it did In its efforts to get the bank was not due to local condi- ernor of the province of Moro. He by the minister of fomento, Leopoldo
the 1914 teachers' convention. Mr. tions, but to the nature of irrigation succeeds Brigadier General John J. Rebollar. The object of this measure
Fleming strongly commended1 the ef- securities held by the institution. The Pershing, and Is the first civilian Is to tranqullize the textile workers,
j who
forts of the Santa Fe people and gave bank was organized 23 years ago and governor of the province.
see destitution staring theniMn
j the
especial credit to John V. Conway, has been a national bank 10 years.
face, owing to the threatened
superintendent of the Santa Fe coun- Orson Adams is president.
WILL REA.D MESSAGE
closing of the mills because of lack
ty schools.
Nov. 28 Congressional of raw cotton. Only such quantities
Washington,
The First National Bank of Clifton,
Up to the hour of the election Colorado, which cleared through the leaders' today agreed on a joint ses- of American cotton as are necessary
which would decide the location of
Mesa County National bank, was clos- sion of the house and senate at 1 to provide for the temporary needs
the next meeting of the educational ed temporarily, but, it was announced, o'clock Tuesday afternoon December of the industry are to be permitted
association the gengral opinion was
would reopen shortly without reor- 2, at which President Wilson will to enter free.
that Las Vegas would win, according
No other institutions were read In person his annual message.
trt Mr piAmlnff. Many counties evi ganization.
Carranza to Invade Chihuahua
affected.
dently were in favor of this city for
AGGIES ARE "CHAMPS"
Hermoslllo, Nov. 28. (Via. Nogales,
the next meeting and agreed to work
N. M- Nov. 28. The Agri- Sonora, Nov. 27.) General Carranza
SAFE
Roswell,
NOTICE
SAVED
for it. Their support was appreciated.
Pueblo, Col., Nov. 28. Burglars cultural college eleven of Las Cruces, said late today that fiia projected
The advertising value of the cambroke into the store of Graybeal wrested the football championship of trip into Chihuahua etnle will not be
who
paign equals all the money spent and
removed the southwest from the New Mexico made through the United States, even
the Commercial club Is satisfied and ,& Cline here this morning,
cf 13 to 7, if permission Is granted by the Washbut Military Institute b ya
valuable
safe
papers
the
from
willing to try again. Secretary Flemno cash. The safe was not yesterday. Nehhe'" picven scored in ington government.
secured
Duke
the
at
work
excellent
did
ing
the notice was printed the first half. Tim Formers outplayHo said he expected to make the
City In his effort to bring the conven- blown because
tion here and has been strongly com- on the door:1 "Please do not blow ed the cadets In th fast half. A big hard cross country march Imf wec-crowd saw the game.
this safe. It Is not locked."
Agua Prieta and Juarez wjfa a column
mended for his efforts.
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Ccalhulla to Sono-- a.
When he expected to make the
journey the constitutionalist commander declined to say, but it was
believed that no niove would be made
until the expected capture of the Chi- huahua state capital. Insurgent forces
will continue the investment of
seaport in Sinaloa, and Guay-mathe gulf port of Sonora, which
are the only important points held
by the Huerta troops in the northwest.
Reports of two fresh victories to
the south arrived tonight at Carran-za'- s
headquarters hgre from Rosario,
Sinaloa. It was reported that Colonel
Rafael Buelna defeated a strong column of federals at Santla on November 26. The loss on both sides was
given as 200 killed. The insurgents
stated that they had captured two machine guns, 100 rifles and much ammunition.
The insurgent leader, Auro Isauro
Ibanes, reported that Ids forces had
routed a federal force which disembarked at San Bias to march to the
relief of the garrison at Teplc City.
The battle occurred November 23 at
Cnesta In Temple territory.

Battleships Relieved
Washington, Nov. 28. Secretary
Daniels today ordered
of the
Badger, commander-in-chie- f
Atlantic fleet, to send the battleships
Connecticut, Kansas and Ohio, of the
fourth division from Mediterranean
ports to the east coast of Mexico, as
reliefs for the Louisiana, Michigan
and New Hampshire of the second
division. The fourth division, twill
sail for Mexico on December 1 and
probably will reach Vera Cruz about
December 20 or 211
At the navy department it was said
today that the Louisiana, Michigan
and New Tampshlre would leave for
home ports immediately on the arrival of the vessels from the Mediterranean. The battleship New Hampshire Is due in Vera Cruz today from
Tuxpam.
Yellow Fever Feared
Burgeon General Blue of the public
tokiiltik reserve Took actira.
il ny in .protect
AnwiciiJi ijuii
th
coast assmibt. yellow icvtr ij)oni-- J
bv unofficial sources at Buerid', Mex
ico, the northern terminal of (to
railway. Five cases and
and many
one dpath are reported,
deaths there are suspected of having
been due to fever. The same advices
state the British consul at Puerto,
Mexico, has been Instructed to concentrate all British subjects in that
vicinity.
Rear-Admir-

sW-is- s
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PASSENGERS HAD TO ASSIST
LAUNCHING THE SECOND
RESCUE

BOAT

'Francisco, Nov. 28. Charges-thalack of discipline and proper
equipment were responsible for the
loss of a passenger, the fourth, officer
and two seamen of the steamer Presv.
ldent in a heavy blow ofj the Call
foria coast Wednesday were made
by passengers today when the liner
reached here. An Investigation wa
begun at once by the United States
Inspectors, as the President was to
sail for San Diego later in the day.
Twenty of 30 passengers were on
decks when the cry
the 8teamer
"man overboard" was raised. A sea
had boarded the ship, sweeping one
man over the side.
"Stewards, sailors and officers began running up and down the decks,"
said F. H. Van Koolbergen, vice president and chief engineer of the Holland-Indian
railways, who is touring
the United States with his family,
and who was an eyewitness.
'
"The first mate ordered a lifeboat
lowered. There Was much confusion
'about manning It. Whin it FWinn
tout the forVffrd fall cave way and
San

'the

t

b(

'in

t

70 , iiu

cii'ar'i

?

;

, .
was cm'')! J - it t
Four of her crew of seven swung to
the tackle and were saved. The other
three were spilled into the sea."
Van Koolbergen eaid no life lines
could be found about the decks and
that It was long before a second boat,
manned by a volunteer crew, including the ship's bartender and a passenger, was lowered. The four men
who had gone overboard could not
be found. Forty m nutes later tho
President resumed her course.
Will A. Barnes, formerly a newspaper man of Bellingham, Was., who.
was a paggenger on the ship, publish- ed a 8lgne4 statement here today say- ing the men who were lost were
drawn down by the swirl from the
ship's propellers. The engines, he
said, were going astern In the effort
to hold the steamer in position in
the heavy sea.
3-

Infantry to the Border
Salt Lake City, U., Nov. 28. Fort
Douglas was the scene of busy prepof
the
aration today for the departure
Twentieth United States infantry to
El Paso, Tex. Orders to proceed to
the border were received late yesterday, and, it is said, the troops will
depart tomorrow, this being contingent upon the transportation facilities,
bids for which were made today. The
regiment numbers 775 enlisted men
and 50 officers. Only about a dozen
men will be left here in charge of the
post.

FINLEY

IS BURIED

;j

......

Washington, Nov. S3 Funeral serv.
ices for William Wilson Finley, late
president of the Southern railroad!
HE
WILL
PRESIDENT
system, were held here this morning
in St. John's Episcopal church, atgovernment officials
PRESENT AT GAME tended by manyassociates
In the comand his former
mercial and transportation world.
As the body was carried Into tha
WILSON AND PARTY WILL
MR.
church, just before 11 o'clock, all acWITNESS THE ARMY-NAVtivities over the Southern railway's
CONTEST TOMORROW
7,000 miles of road ceased for five
'
Nov. 2S.- President minutes. Employes everywhere laia
Washington,
Wilson and party left here at 12:30 down their work, trains everywhere-camto a standstill, and la eho-po'clock, for New York, over the Pennceased to turn. The body
sylvania railroad, to attend the Army- machinery
was
borne
by sis negro porters, vetNavy football game. Accompanying
the
In
employ of the company.
erans
hjra were secretary Daniels of the
pall bearers included
The
honorary
navy; Secretary Tumulty, Dr. Cary T.
James J. Hill, K.
F.
Baker,
George
Grayson, U. S. N.; Miss Eleanor Wil- H.
and Francis Lynda Stet son.
.ary
son and Mr. and Mrs. Frauds Bowes
'
Sayre.
nt of his.
inembi
and
The presilent
PROGRAM
and
Colonel
will
of
be
guests
family
Washington, Nov. 2S. Joseph K.
Mrs. ;:. M. ircm:o in New on.
, Da vies, commissioner o.f corpora., ous,
and Mrs. Sayre will sail early tonior- - conferred with president Wilson
t
legislation. Mr.
for Europe. The president will j day about
at
results or
the
Duvies submitted
leave New York for Washington
i
prexuU-ii- t
the
and
of
his
tomorrow.
inquiries
midnight
t
gathering Information preparatory
SUSPENDED
a series of conferences with ?i :;r
FREIGHT TRAFFIC
'
Washington, Nov. 28 A suspension gional leaders framing Vtls. It
was ordered today by the interstate nnden?too! the ailmmlraUoa v;:
commerce commission until March 29 not seek to co;iwi rate
r f
next of a tariff of the St. Louis & the
San Francisco rai'r-vadproposing to j reney bill has b.
I
withdraw milling in transit prlvile es ?t nnfe. but
ti
mers ,rrs of
on grain and seed now enjoy vl
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ADJUTANT GENERAL WILL, MAKE
TOUR OF INSPECTION EARLY
NEXT MONTH

NATIVES
OF
FOREIGN
FOUR
COUNTRIES AT "MAN AWAY
FROM HOME" DINNER

Natives of 32 states or the union
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 28. Adjutant
and four foreign countries and resi- General H. T. Herring, in general ordents of seven different cities at- ders No.
issued today, tells of a
tended the "man away from home" trip of inspection to be made la the
dinner at the Y. M. C. A. yesterday near future by himself and Governor
evening.
They left the association McDonald, at which time the various
k
filled with turkey, and enthusiasm.
companies of the national guard will
m-sThe affair was the second of its be inspected at their stations.
kind to be given by the Y. M. C. A.,
The details of the trip as given in
and it was inost successful. Many the order are as follows:
young men who attended the dinner
An inspection of the several organilast year sent letters to Secretary zations of the national guard of New
LeNolr stating that they, would never Mexico will be made
by the adjutant
forget tie occasion and that they general of the state, accompanied,
wished they might be in, the company when
convenient, by the governor, on
gathered about the lward in 1914.
the following dates:
The menu furnished was substanSanta Fe, 1 company E, headquar
tial. It waa cooked by Mrs. I. K.
ters and band, 1st. infantry, Dec. J
Lewis, who had carge of the culinary
p. m.
department of the Y. M. C. A. camp
Las Vegas, 1 company H, and headlast year. During the evening Sec2nd battalion 1st infantrv,
quarters
retary LeNoir presented Mrs. Lewis Dec.
5, 8 p. m.
with a handsome dresser set, the
and from now until Christmas yon will find the largest, most complete line it loys, Dolls and Christmas novdties in the City
Silver Qity, 1 company D, and headgift of the Y. M. C. A.
3rd battalion, 1st. infantry
quarters,
Dr. Norman Skinner, castor of the
j
on display here.
,
First Presbyterian church, made a Dec. 8, 8 p. m.1
Las Cruees,
company A, Dec. 10,
ehort prayer before the rneal was
served. At its conclusion he gave 8 p. m.
Albuquerque,
company F, det. hosan address in which be urged the
Books, Tool Chests, Trunks Drums, Horns, flusical Tops, Guns, Wagons, Banks, Air Ships, Mechanical Toys, Autos,
man away from home to lie the man pital corps, Dec. 11, 8 p. m.
Clovis,
company K, Dec. 15, 8 p,
that the folks back at home would
Boats, flagic Lanterns, Moving Picture Machines, Stoves, Blocks, Pianos,
Furniture, Balls, Blackboards, and hundreds
have him be. Dr. Skinner said many
company M, Dec. 16, 8
ihe
men away from home had been of use! Portales,
of other
of the little folks are here in an endless variety
will gladden
to the world and he cited Jesus Christ P- mArtesia, 1 company C, Dec. 17, S
.'i3 an example.
Jesus, a citizen of
heaven, came to this earth and waa p. in.
a man away from home for over 30 Carlsbad, J company B, and headyears. Dr. Skinner interspersed hia quarters 1st battalion, 1st infantry,
remarks with various witty stories Dec. 18, 8 p. in.
and let them see
Claus has sent for them.j
many new and interesting things
Roswell, 1 batter' A. Det. hospital
that, rrmsf'ri many a, laugh, but the
inesace he brought to the corps, Dec. 19, 8 p. m.
serious
We are also showing a largj and beautiful variety of Christmas Novelties
will interest the older folk, Come in and
young mon was not forgotten and
Appointed as Captain
see the best selected stock of Chriltmas Novelties in the city.
Robert V. Boyle of this city, has
likely it will not be for years.
Those present at the dinner, their been appointed a captain iu the New
birthplaces and present residences Mexico National Guard and placed on
G
follow:
Joseph Hillbrand, Germany. the unassigned list, according to an
Us Vegas; waiter Randolph, Mis-- 1 order issued by Adjutant General H.
DO
BY YOUR
sourl, East Las Vegas; Colbert C. T. Herring this morning. It is under- Root, Kansas, East Las Vegas; Louis stood that he will attempt to raise a
L. Taylor, Oregon, East Las Vegas; company of men for this city, in
.
C. Pa".;, Surrey, England, East Las
EARLY
()ition to Company E. It is under-V(tNOW
jCharles C. Gero, Vermont, st0o(1 thilt re(,emiv ,he adjutant gen
TOE
RUSH
AVOID
AND
Have them sent the 24th
East Las Vegas; C. B,
Penn- - Hra s offlce WHS notifled thal lt wouId
1862
Fylvania. El Paso, Tex.; J. S. Jones,
)be uece8Sary to recruit three more
Iowa, East Las Vegas; W. E. Hoges,
companiea in New Mexlco u thla state
Illinois. East Las Vegas; W. L. Sells, , iQ
maintaln lt8 regimentai
ti01i
Jt ha8 not been declded just
T
tolc
V
Iowa, Kant Las Vegas, G. M. Hanson,
The new roSii, kPten completedwill
effects. If it does not ed the
o(heJ.
comlaniefl w,. up thfir accounts silting
anniversary of his pepsin and In five minutes you won'
a shorter route through the help you, your money will be given birth
them
December
and
send
22,
issued
provide
he
'.bcated
by
understood
is
it
although
r
today. Among the
TT
messages der what became of the indigestion
W
art Tmluinn Vast Tjta Veratort: Demiug, Albuquerquo and'Tu- - in, in order that he may close up his mountain, s, will cross them at a low- back to you without argument. Sold were several from temperance and and distress.
n,L
accounts for the year by January 1. er elevation, thus leaving it open dur- in this community only at our store civic reform
Millions of men and women today
organizations in various
Charles Ska t'te, Denmark, East Las ounifun are aspirants.
Me also stated in this communication ing a greater length of time each year
The Rexall Store one of more than parts of Canada.
New
know
Admitted
that it Is needless to have a
Company
Vegas: .lames Maye, Cork, Ireland, at
The National Creation Society of that all necessary blanks for 19H and, is so located as to provide pro- 7,000 leading drug stores in the Unibad stomach. A little Diapepsin ocnresent trf.vHnir nmnnd thn wnrld
would be in their hands by January 1. tection from freshets and make pos- ted States, Canada and Great Brita'.a.
on a bicy ie, a resident of New York jtlle United States of America, a Penn-city- ;
casionally keeps this delicate organ
sible its proper drainage.
E. G. Murphey, cor. Sixth and Doug$1,000 Awarded Maestas
H. C. Martin, Indiana, East Lasisylvaula corporation, doing an
regulated and they eat their favorite
The estimated cost of the project is las Sts., East Las Vegas, N. M. Adv. SIGH,
STOMACH,
The jury in the United States disfoods without fear.
T. K. Iewls,
Jr., New Mexico, 'ance business on u fraternal basis, lias
or about $;!00 per mile.
If your stomach doesn't take care
East Las tw-s- ; H. E. Caldwell, Iowa, heen admitted to do business in New trict court awarded Manuel Maestas $1,750,
sum
of
$
1,000
for
Raton
of
the
INDIGESTION OR GAS of your liberal limit without rebelalleged
Hunger the Best Sauce
,
Trinidad, col ; Charles Berryman, In-- i .VJexii o, and, Jacobo Chaves, superin-dianaTO AVOID COLD
Sauce is used to create an appetite.
lion ; if your food Is a damage instead
Ea.t Liis Vegas; George Bow-- 1 tendent of insurance, is the state rep- - injuries sustained by a fail. Maestas HOW
WEATHER
The
DISEASES
A.
S.
T.
the
and
suit
right way is to look to the diges
brought
against
of a help, remember the quickest,
era, Illinois, Chicago; John Rogers, resentative.
To prevent cold weather diseases, tlon. When that Is good you are cer- 'PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN"
F. for $10,000, charging that he had
MAKES UP- surest, most harmless relief is Pape's
Missouri,
Moberly, Mo.: F. J. AmTelegraph Company Conference
SET STOMACHS FEEL FINE IN
in
broken
a
while
your body into a proper healthy tain to relish your food. Chamberin
put
his
the
foot
bone
A conference relative to the admis-- ;
Diapepsin which costs only 50 cents
brose, Illinois, East Las Vegas; HoFIVE MINUTES
for a large case at drug stores. It's
mer Reed, Missouri, East Las Vegas; Hion .of i'ertalu depositions in the employ of the railroad company and condition to successfully resist them. lain's Tablets Improve the digestion
that ho had been thrown out of work. Colds, grippe, bronchitis, penumonia, and create a healthy appetite. For
W. L. Hamphries, New- - York, East complaint of the Postal
truly wonderful it digests food and
Telegraph
Wonder what upset your stomach
sets things straight, so gently and
Las Vegas; R. F. Johnson, Missouri, icctnpany against the Mountain States Former District Attorney Elmer E. catarrh, typhoid i fever, rheumatism sale by all dealers. Adv.
which portion of the food
did the easily that it is really astonishing.
the and other ailments may be esapced
East La3 Vegas; F. D. Daly, Illinois, Teleplione company, was held at the Studley of Raton represented
LORD GREY 62 YEARS-OLdamage do you? Well, don't bother. Please, for your sake, don't go on
East Las Vegas; Norman Skinner, rtices of tlie slate corporation com-- i plaintiff and Colonel Ralph E. Twitch-el- l in most cases, if this is done. Buiid
Nov. 28. Letters and tele- If your stomach is in a
London,
health
and
up
railroad.
The
the
your
revolt; if and on with a weak, disordered stomNew York, East Las Vegas; M. E. mission.
for
your
strength
appeared
It is understood that the
grams of congratulation from many sour, gassy and upset, and what you
nerves and blood and entire body
was
States
United
before
case
tried
Starr, New York, East Las Vegas.
ach; it's so unnecessary, Adv.
i'ostal asked to be allowed to submit
into such shapo that you can count distinguished persons in Canada and just ate has fermented into stubborn
District Judge William H. Pope.
tha
and
defense
objected,
depositions,
on good health all' during the winter from friends in many' parts of Great lumps; head dizzy and aches; bellch
Sixty-fiv- e
The International Brotherhood of
thousand workmen in The matter had not been decided
Demurrer Sustained
by
months by taking Rexall Olive Oil Britain and the colonies were receiv- gases and acids and eructate undi- Electrical Workers has voted to esGrewent
on
northern Russia recently
In the case of Charles Kle vs.
the commission at last reports,
ed today by Lord Grey, former gov- gested food;
breath foul, tongue tablish a home for sick, incapacitated
strike as a protest against the trial
gory Page and Robert Roberts, for Emulsion, the ideal blood, nerve and ernor
December 22
by
Report
general Canada, who celebrat- - coated just take a little Pape's Dia- - and aged members.
of a handful of factory employes on
:ie body builder.
court
sustained
the
the
damages,
The state game warden has sent out
u charge of illegally quitting their emThis is a remarkable medicine, but
tfie denotice to all of his deputies to close murrer and gave judgment for
a common-sens- e
one. It doesn't stimployment.
fendant for costs.
ulate.
"tonics'' that simEspanola Hot Springs Road
CAPITAL PAID IN
Work of a nature to allow passage ulate give you no permanent relief,
SURPLUS
$100,000.00
of teams has been completed over ap- but leave you worse off than before.
$50,000.00
proximately three miles of the route Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion contains
selected for a wagon road between none of these harmful, stimulating ini-fthe Espanola valley and the Rio de gredients, such as alcohol and dandrugs. Its
las Vacas, Sulphur Springs, Rio Ce- - gerous and
bolla and the Cuba valley, according great benefit to you is through its
to a statement issued by Forest Su- real nerve and blood and
Biscuit, Pies
J. M. Cunningham, President.
effects, it nourishes, builds,
D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
pervisor Andrews of the Jemez Ra
Muffins, Waffles,
Frank Springer,
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
tional forest. The amount of road to strengthens. Its merit does not rest
be completed to make connections on making you feel better for a few
and Home Baking
with other roads leading Into these minutes at a time after taking it, but
Success and
districts, is three miles. It is be- on making you feel better as a result
Satisfaction
lieved that this road will fill a long of making you well,
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion
is che
felt want, as it will provide better
market and transportation
tonics. You
facilities ideal blood and nerve-foo,
for settlers in above named regions, who are weak and
and ycu
be of great advantage to sheep who are apparently well now, but are
and
v
ty.
men in getting their wool to tho rail- liable to suffer from various cold
road. Practically the only road in weather ailments, use Rexall Olive
this region from railrbad points on Oil Emulsion to get and keep well and
and
most economBtrol,Rest
V
tha east, has been that going up the strong. For the tired-out- ,
kal l:.i'.,;njf Powder obtain- rundown,
able at any price.
CAPITAL
Santa Clara canon. This road, for a nervous, emaciated or debilitated ihe
distance of 25 o:' 30 miles out from convalescing growing children aged
Office with the San Miljuel National Bank
Esnanola, N. M., i.i directly in the bed people4t is a sensible aid to re
The first 10 or 12 newed strength; better spirits,' glowof the canon.
QneCenf
miles is a sandy arroyo bed, while ing health.
an
WM. G. HAYDON
President
Ounce "I the remainder of the road traverses Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion king tf
H..W. KELLY
a box canon, or, upon side hills adja- the celebrated Rexall Remedies Is
-- Vice
President
cent thereto. After every .heavy rain, for freedom from sickness of you and
D. T. HOSKINS
.
.....Treasurer
it becomes Impassable, and, as only your family. YouH be as enthusiastemporary repairs can be, made with- tic about lt as we are when yon hare
out tremendous expense, lt Is gener- noted its pleasant taste, its strength
digening, invigorating, building-up- ,
ally in wretched condition.
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HAVE BEEN ESTABLIS

EVERYTHING FOR THE LITTLE ONES
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

Stopped Night Sweats
&nd Banished Coagli

TEACHERSRETUR

It you are suffering with a continued
cough, cold or hung Trouble which does

FROM STATE

not yield to any treatment, it mi;ht be
of the greatest value to you to investigate
what Kckmaa's Alterative, a medicine for
the Throat and Lungs, has accomplished
for many similar sufferers.
Many who
have Investigated and used it have voluntarily declared that it waa the means of
gaving their lives. Itead this case:
"(leutlemen: For four years I was
with a,
which
became worse: cqiigh,
a had nightgradually
sweats and
pains in mv chest. I was losing my appetite and had become ao thin and weak
I could not attend to my household duties. A physician pronounced mv disease

MEETING

j

New Mexico Normal
University
and he ,"ormal University
club. These two organism-- 1
'. iris' glee
ions have contributed Hargely to the
success of the convention and have
been warmly praised by the thousand
or more teachers in attendance.

I,

NOVEMBER

Yesrs 'Added to Lifa GREAT
Success may be spelled In dollars and

cents, but the physical ability to accom
plish something worth while keeps the
enthusiastic worker at hia or her task
vhen dollars no longer offer an incentive,
As age advances, we find ourselves unable to do some of the thines we did for
merly, and the realization that we are
growing old suddenly dawns upon us.
But, everyone has the opportunity to
forestall the ravages of advancing age, If
he wills. Moreover, there are many degenerative maladies affecting the vital
organs that are inaugurated by, or dependent upon, disturbances of the blood
supply. 1 he diseases affecting the heart,
blood vessels, kidneys and other vital or
gans are on the increase among people of
advancing years, in this age of preventive medicine, it fortunately happens that
these maladies can be avoided if taken in
time. Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey gives
to the aged the vigor of youth and the
power to sustain strength and energy.
When taken at mealtime it stimulates the
mucous surfaces and little glands of the
stomach to a health action, thereby Improving the digestion and assimilation of
the food and giving to the body its full
Thousands
proportion of nourishment
of people in all walk3 of life have enthusiastically testified they owe their long
life to the wonderful restorative and sustaining powers of Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey. It is a remedy you should not fail
to try. Get it today. At most druggists,
grocers and dealers $1.00 a large bottle.

A delightful opening number for the
general session yesterday morning,1 at
jthe Elks' theater, was furnished by
(lie Girls' Glee club of the Normal
ESPE
LAS VEGAS DELEGATION,
University. The young women made
MUSICIANS,
CIALLY
THE
(Uin'U)iiija
Trouble.
picture as they crossed
Not
Lung
I was
being
WON MANY HONORS
examined by the physicianssatisfied,
of the Poly- from either side of the stage in their
xioapiiai. xney also confirmed my
i"u,,
trouble, and I was ordered away for jgewur. of white with broad sashes of
My nephew would not allow
Highly pleased with the success ot treatment.
.
o i.
uuui i naa triea KcKman s AIpurple, knotted at. the left side, car-- I
the New Mexico Educational associateratlve. Before I had taken the medi
t the university colors. Their
ry.'itj.'
cine
Ve- tnree
I
weeks
had
marked
Las
the
relief,,
tion's annual- convention,,
night sweats ceased, pain in the breast
e
first number "Estudiantina"
last
relieved,
became
loose
night
returned
cough
and
easy,
gas delegation
fever left me. aud I commenced getting
)
audience" with its
the
'caught
edu-the
j
well. My health became normal. I am
from Albuquerque. Though
In excellent health
Sltt i. nil ilit, spirited mejiore, and at.
cators did not see fit to h6nor Las for twelve years." now, and have beeiis
its c.'ose the gingers were encored
I
MART
(Signed)
WA8SON.
(MRS.)
Vegaa with the 1914 convention, they
Care Ed. Green, 1722 S. 17th St., Phila.
They appeared again and
of)
H.
(Above
more
jheariily.
Roberts
on
abbreviated;
request.)
elected Dr. Frank H.
Eckman's Alterative has been proven
by
a
beautiful
number, "Good
edu-- !
(gave
state
the
of
teat
member
to
many
most
be
a
efficacious
tkis city
years'
severe Throat and Lung Affections,
for
Beloved"
a selection
(Loehr),
Night,
Lar-j
Bronchitis. Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
eatlonaj council and chose R. R.
Colds and in upbuilding the system.
in
whrve
contrast
to
the pre-- !
style
sec
ad
railroad
Wn, also of this place,
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
M'f
"
made
it
more
ef
number
the
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
retary of the association.
of recoveries,
and write to Bckman
and
the'
rendering
fective,
charming
Laboratory,
Philadelphia,
Musicians Score Hits
Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggist
of which' proved the versatility of the
The eductors of the state wei'e
M ur
piiev and central Drug club.
warm in their praise of the glee club
Compay.
and orchestra of the New Mexico NorThe members of the club are: First
mal University, both ot which organisopranos, Marie Clement, Gladys Car- - Opal Jones Rase Kellogg, Gladys
The A lbu'jiH'rqtie Journal had theiroon, Ruth Conrad,
zations made distinct hits when tbey
Phebe Hart, McVey, Sadie Tooker.
The club is under the able direcappeared on the program. They were following to say regarding the music-- Mercedes Hays, Louise Jaramillo,
called upon to furnish music several al organizations:
Lcrmv Johnson, Mina Pochel.
Helen tion of Miss Cornelia K. Murray, inTwo of the finest musical organiza- - Noyes; second sopranos, Lucy
times during the three days of the
structor of vocal music at ' the New
and were compelled to re-- ! tions in attendance on the annual ent, - Eya Cooke, Vivian Hedgcock, Mexico Normal University,
and the
spond to numerous encores at every convention of the New Mexico Educa-- ! Frances Myers. Louise Wells; altos, accompanist is Miss Marguerite Clux-ton- ,
... tical association this week are the Cart. Hno Groenberger,
appearance.
instructor in .instrumental music
Harper,
at the; Normal University' and director
of the Normal University orchestra.
The Albuquerque Herald contained
the following account of a portion
of the Normal's exhibit in the educational display during the teachers'
'
convention:
Charts drawn by students were used
in the display of the, New Mexico Normal University at Las Vegas, showing
the growth made in the institution
during the past five years. The charts
are convincing,
"We are proud of those charts for
two reasons," said Dr. Frank H- H.
Roberts, the president of the Las Ve
X- '1'
gas college this morning, "because
they are students' work and because
i"
they show how our sheool has grown,"
The chart shows an increase of 108
' Li
per cent in enrollment for the sumt ,
mer school in five yeairs, 510 per cept
5 "".
(
increase ' in the enrollment in actual
colleeg work, in the same period.
Session Was Profitable
The Las Vegas educators were a
unit in saying that the 1913 conven
tion of the teachers of the state was
the most successful gathering in the
history, of Uip f organization. Albu
querque did Bnrself proud in furnish' '
.
ing entertainment, .while those in
iI s'-- 1 '
ft
'
( ' i
' '
i '
charge of the program arranged an
excellent series of lectures, discus
sions and musical numbers. The Las
Vegans feel that they have been
strengthened in tneir profession as
teachers and are better able to carry
on their life work because .of attend
ing the educational meeting. It Is be
lieved that the various school boards
,
'
' ' .
of the state who gave their teachers
'j r
a vacation to attend the meeting will
find their action a profitable one, be
cause of the increased efficiency of
the pedagogues.
j
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"ROSE MAID" ACTORS EAT 50 ICES;

"GIRL FROM MUMMS" SETS FASHIONS
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The New Officers

Following are the officers of the as
:
sociation for
President, C. C. Hill, Roswell; sec
retary, J. H. Wagner, Santa Fe; vice
president, Mrs. Josie Lockard, Raton;
treasurer, C. L. Burt, Mountainair:
member of executive committe, J. B.
Taylor, Deming; railroad secretary,
R. R. Larkin, Las Vegas; president
of the council of education, Dr. Frank
H. H. Roberts, Las Vegas; secretary
of the council, R. F. Asplund, Santa
1913-14-
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Hint to Young Mothers
"When my children show the slight
est symptoms of being croupy I give
them Chamberlain'B Cough Remedy,
and when I have a cough or cold on
the lungs I take it for a few days
and am soon rid of the cold," writes
Mrs. Clay Fry, Ferguson Sta., Mo.
Grace Kinnecott, the Charming Actress Who Loves Frozen Dainties
The first symptom of croup is hoarseTThe potter
what is ordinarily invested in a musi- nees, give Chamberlain's Cough RemSets the Fashion World Agog
Candy company yestercal comedy, the resuit has proven the edy as soon as the child becomes
day received an order from the manEdward M. Beck, general director wisdom of the venture and the talk hoarse and it will prevent the attack.
agement of "The Rose Maid" corn- pany, which will appear in Las Vegas , of Sheehan and Beck, was in Paris Pmon theatrical producers. "The Girl This remedy contains no narcotic.
next Thursday evening with Its huge last summer makin;r arrangements ' from Mumms" is the most gorgeously For sale by all dealers. Adv.
troupe of 60 people, for 50 individual for the firm's production of "Salome"; costumed musical comedy in the mem'
Pain In Back and Rheumatism
Ices and ice creams to be used in the his wife, who accompanied him, ran ory of American designers The cosTorment thousands of people daily.
second act of the opera.
The re- across a modiste in Paris, Madame tumes of the chorus are more elabor- Don't be one of these sufferers
when
freshment will be used at the open- McGregor-Hull- ,
whose creations were ate than those usually provided for for so little cost you can get well rid
ing of the, first scene and for the the talk of the theatrical
colony prima donnas; not only are they of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills be
large number of people who will be there. Struck at once with the origi- elaborate but absolutely exclusive, and gin their good work from the very
this particular scene 50 ices have nality of the woman and her genius the leading modistes of the country first dose. They exert so direct an
action on the kidneys and bladder
been ordered.
for creating fashion Instead of fol- are already copying many of the de- that the pain and torment of backMiss Grace Kinnecott .prima donna lowing it,, Mr. Beck made her a prop- signs for Amerk-a'fashion leaders.
ache, rheumatism and kidney trouble
la "The Rose Maid1," recommended osition to manufacture the costumes
So much has .been said about "The Is soon dispelled. O. G. Schaefer and
the local candy concern to the man- for "The Girl from Mumm's," which Girl from Mumms' the clever book
A Maker of Health
agement of the company. Miss Kin- comes to the Duncan opera house by J A. Lacy and the tuneful lyrics
A good honest medicine like B'oley
necott has visited Las Vegas several Tuesday night, December 2, with Miss by F. A. Bohnhorst, that there is litKidney Pills gives health to many
times, taking parts in various plays, j Olive Vail heading a perfect cast. The tle need to enter further Into that at families. Mrs. O. Palmer. 635 Willow
and present. Suffice to say that from St., Green Bay, Wis., was seriously
Being an especial artist at devouring madams was given cart
trouble.
tie cream and ices, naturally she vis- - fairly outdid herself as she was anx-ite- nverv standpoint imaginable "The Girl ill with kidney and bladder wife
is
'
the .local refreshment parlors. i0i,9 to establish a reputat'on for from Mumms" will be without doubt Mr. Palmer writes: "My
and
health
her
recovering
Sh has requested the management herself in th!s country among Ameri- - the most pronounced hit of the sea- rapidly
due solely to the use of Fo- of the company to order the neces-ear- can producers. While the cost of son, as well as the most onJoyaMe strensrth
O. G. bchaefer
lov Trifinfiv Pills."
dishes.
the coetittnes is greatly In excess of I nu'R'ca.1 comedy heard in many years, nad Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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THREE

GIFT

FOR LAS VEGAS

ARCHAEOLOGICAL

WINS

"Battle for Place and Posit' n,"
Charles Parker, Raton high school.
"Peace the policy of the Nation,"
Earl Gebhardt of Tuotimcarl h'n'a
school.

ORATORICAL

"The Duty of patriotism," lUrry
Norman, St. Michael's college, Santa Fe.
"Self Culture and Its Benefits,"
Helen Winters, Santa Fe high schouL
"The Independent Voter," Edward
Patterson, Portales high schooL
"Jane Addams, the Settlement
Worker," Rose Maharam, Albuquerque high school.
"True Success," Lester Welty, Roswell high school.
"Money Lust," Dora Terrill, Deming high school.
"Woman," Jimmy Grfbble, Vaughn
high school.
In discussing his subject, "Trus
Success," Lester Welty spoke of tlia
popular Idea of the meaning of sue
mess, the attainment of precedence,
power and wealth; of the tragic sacrifices of the better self made to tha
dollar standard. He defined unselfish service alone as true success.
quoting the lives of Agassiz, Livingstone and others in support of his argument, ending with a plea for higher
and broader standards.
. Young Patterson described In his
oration on "The Independent Voter,"
the many favorable conditions which,
were the nation's In its beginning, but
which have unfortunately been superseded by a regrettable state of corruption by the body politic which haa
rendered necessary the lamentable lavestigattons of our legislatures in th.9
last year or two; the remedy for this
condition he named as the giivn of
the government Into the hands of the
of a
people and the establishment
greater feeling of personal responsibility concerning the present state tf
affairs,
The contestants Jn the college section follow:
"The Hero of the Isthmus," D. O.
Murray, .University cf New Mexico.
"By Right of Might," Fred Calkins.
University of New Mexico.
"What Is True Patriotism?" Frank
Landau, New Mexico Normal UniverG.

SCHO OL
FRANK SPRINGER OF LAS VEGAS
GIVES $10,000 FOR SPECIAL
'
PURPOSE
'

One of the largest gifts ever presented to a New Mexico educational
institution, announced at the N. M E.
A. meeting at Albuuueraue.
The largest gift ever set aside for

art

In New Mexico.
Only one of several

munificent
gifts for art and culture, made by
Hon. Frank Springer, to School of
American Archaeology.
All doubt removed as tq the school
remaining in New Mexico.
Ten thousand dollars to immortalize
on canvas the chief scenes in the life
of New Mexico's patron saint, Saint
Francis of Assissi, has been given to
the School of American Archaeology
at Santa Fe by Hon. Frank Springer
of East Las Vegas, eminent member
of the New Mexico bar and still more
famous as a paleontologist and patron
of art.
Announcement of this gift was made
to the New Mexico Educational association Wednesday afternoon by Sec
retary R. F. Asplund, eliciting tumultuous applause. The news came In the
form of a telegram from Colonel
Ralph E. Twitchell, who was on the
program for an address, but was prevented from attending the convention.
The announcement was authorized by
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett director of the
archaeological school
The commission for- the mural
painting has been given to Donald
Beauregard, a young artist who won
enviable" recognition in. Paris, and
who has just returned to the United
States. The paintings will first adorn
the New Mexico building at San
Diego, emphasizing that this commonwealth Is one where art and culture are at home. After the exposition they will be placed permanently
in the palace of the government, at
Santa Fe, owned by the state, and the
home of the archeological school,
where they will be companion pictures
of the mural paintings illustrating
the prehistoric life and scenes of the
southwest and which also are a gift
of Mr. Springer and were painted by
Carl Lotave, now of Paris. Mr. Spring
er, in addition, presented the $5,000
Fincke linguistic library for the use
of the school.
''.'."",'''"
Keeps School in New Mexico
The gift further assures the retention of the school by New Mexico,
although the prompt disavowal by the
Santa Fe chamber of commerce of re
sponsibility for an attack by its president upon the director of the school,
and the emphatic endorsement of the
director by 'the civic bodies of the
city, had an important bearing on
this, as is manifest from the following letter to Superintendent of Public
Instruction Alvan N. White, received
yesterday from W. H. Holmes of
Washington, D. C, president of the
managing board of the school, who is
also the best known abroad of American scientists:
"So far as I know, no serious effort is being made to move the School
of American Archaeology from Santa
Fe. The place was wisely chosen and
of Doctor Hewett la proper'y supported by the people of New Mexico
the school and Its activities must assist materially in making Santa Fea
place of national importance in educational and scientific efforts. Doctor
school as a
Hewett built up
champion of the west, and! I know of
no person or group of persons Hkely
to do1 anything for Santa Fe in this
important field in case Doctor Hewett
should decide to cast his lot perma
nently elsewhere." Albuquerque Her

te

ald.

CONTEST
FRANK

LANDAU,

REPRESENTING

THE NORMAL, IS GIVEN
FIRST PLACE
With a splendid oration, "What Is
True Patriotism," Frank Landau, rep
resenting the New Mexico Normal
University of this city, won the state
oratorical contest, which, was held
at Albuquerque Wednesday evening
at the close pf the final session of
the New Mexico Educational associa
tion's annual convention. The judges
on thought and composition are said
to have been unanimous in giving
Landau first place, while he made
excellent)
grades in delivery. The
young Las Vegan's speech surprised
the many educators present by its
depth of thought, and he was given
generous applause.
Frank Landau is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Jacob H. Landau of this
city.
He has been attending school In New
York state and holds a. scholarship
In one of the big universities there.
He Is taking a special course in the
Normal to prepare himself for ad- vanced work in college. Youns Mr.
Landau came here at the besrinnine
of school, and, learning of the ora- torical contest, decided to enter. He
wrote his oration, and was declared
the representative of the Normal.
The students of the school are planning an ovation for their successful
champion upon his return.
Landau was winner In the college
section of the contest. Lester Welty
of the Roswell high school was winner
in the high school section. Fred ral- kins of the University of New Mexico
at Albuquerque won second place In
the college division, while Edward
Patterson of Portales had the same
grading In the high school section.
The high school contestants were
the first to appear. They follow:
"The System," Richard Van Houten
of the, preparatory department of the
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanical Arts.
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Fctrty thousand employes of ithe
Pennsylvania railroad east of Pittsburgh are soon to be merged into one
great labor organization.
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Have You
Settled
Whether coffee causes that nervous headache, irritable
heart, insomnh, or the dozen and one obscure aches and
pains that are a part of the daily existence of many?
If you are absolutely sure that coffee isn't the "drag-;or if you are willing to put up wich the discomforts, well and
'

'

But if steady health and comfort, and the power to
things" appeal to you, quit coffee and

3

CO

Try
AND WOMAN
Nov. 28. The case
of Lucian Turk and May Copeland,
indicted for first degree murder, was
called for trial in the Graves' county
court today. They are charged with
TRY MAN
Mayfield, Ky

VU;0

'

at
the murder of Hugh Atchlnson
Bardwell last August. The case was
brought to this county on a change
of venue.
CHICAGO SCOTS TO CELEBRATE
Nov. 28. Arrangements
Chicago,

concluded today for the annual ban
quet of the St. Andrew Society of
Chicago T)rom5se the most notable
Caledonian day celebration ever held
in this city. The banquet is to he
given tomorrow night at the Hotel
aL Salle. Sir Richard McBrlde, premier of British Columbia, is 13 he
the guest of honor and
principal
speaker. Other invited guests include
Governor Dunne of Illinois,
Joseph G. Cannon, President James
of the University of Illinois and Mayor
Curtr-H. IlnrrUon.

ii y

The relief is likely to be so marked; the change so
pleasant and easy, that Pcstum is sure to become the rejulaT
table drink instead of coffee.

srU

made of l.eat and a
Poslum is a pure
percent of New Orleans mollasses. It is absolutely free from
the drug, "caffeine," found in coffee,'' or any other injurious
substance.
food-drin-

k

Postum now comes in two forms.

Regular Postum

Instant Postum

must be well boiled.

is a sotu
nvder,
in
a
of
dissolved
liot
ful
cup
water, with the
and sugar, makes a delicious beveray-- in:1
--
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LAS VEG4S DALY CPTlC, FRIDAY,

IE DAILY
ESTABLISHED

electrified his supporters by leaping
afta Rivers and fighting him off his
feet. At the bell the Mexican
was
hanging on.
Rivers' first knockdown was scored
GOOD WORK WliLL lONH in the
fourth, with a short left hook
to the jaw. Cross remained down for
With the close of the Interstate the count
CO.
of nine. Rivers repeated
commerce commission's hearing yes- this feat in the
twelfth, flooring Cross
terday afternoon the evidence Is com- with right and left
swings to' the
New Mexico race. Cross was
plete in the
dazed
and
plainly
Editor. rate
a
case; the petition for complete once more took the count of nine.
of freight rates into
gerous. Child classification thus
comes a part of the task of social
glene as well."

OPTIC
1879.

Published by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated.)
M. M. PADGETT....
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tight feeling In the chest accim,
by a short, dry cougb
'u
cates an Inflamed condition in
To relieve it buy ti e ti U.if
A

panied

size BALLARD'S HOEEHOUND SYU-Uyou get with each bottle a free
HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS
PLASTER for the chest The syrup
relaxes the tightness and the plaster
draws out the inflamation.
It is an
ideal combination for curing
colds
settled in the lungs. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

I

CLEARANCE SALE

Begins

Saturday
Nov. 29th.

SUITS-COATSiSUl-

Ending When

TS

Every
Garment Is
Sold

On account of the extreme warm weather
we ha.ve more suits ond coats left than we
can afford to carry over. And in order to
clean up this entire stock we will cut prices
regardless of cost. There is no old stock
This being the first season we Have carried
the Bishops suits and coats. Every garment
ip to the minute.

Kansas City, Nor, 28. ;Hogs, reUP MURDER CASE
poration commission.
Woodstock, Vt., Nov, 28. Great in- ceipts 5,500. Market 5 to 10 cents
Six months at least will be requir- terest is
manifested in the session of higher. Bulk $7.3O7.60; heavy $7.50
ed before the Interstate
commerce
the
7.75; packers and butchers $7.40
East
at
toe
at
Entered
postoffice
grand jury beginning next week,
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- commission can be expected to hand owing to the fact that th ihi-- win 7.70; lights $7. 30 7. 60; pigs $5.50
7.
mission through the United States down Its decision. It may be a year consider the case of George W Briggs
before the result is known. The prob--,
malls as second clasp matter.
Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market strong
of
formerly
Lima, O., who is now in
lem is an; intricate one-- so
Intricate , JaUhere on the
charge of havIngmur. to 10 cents higher. Prime fed steers
mat tne average Dusiness man, even dered and robbed Frank
J. Tolby $S.259; dressed beef steers $7.00
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
though he be a heavy shipper, knows about a mile from here some time In 8.20; western steers $68; southern
Daily, by Carrier
little about its difficulties. Pending
September last. It is claimed that steers $5.507.50; cows $4.506.75;
1 .05
for Copy
the decision, the shippers and the
stockers and
Griggs has made a full confession of heifers $5.258.60;
.15
One Week
people of New Mexico can afford to his crime to State
bulls
feeders
$4.75
$5.507.60;
.65
Attorney Raymond
One Month
wait patiently and with reasonable Tralnor.
G.75; calves $5.50(9.50.
7.50
One. Year
assurance that material benefits wl
Sheep receipts 3,900. Market steaDally, by Mall
result.
More Bottles Sold Each year.
dy. Lambs $77.65; yearlings $5.25
$6.00
Odo Year
The state commission brought this
It is easy to understand why an
6; wethers $4.5005.25; ewes $4
3.0C
Six Months
petition only after most careful inves- increasing number of bottles of Fo- 4.75.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound Is
tigation extending over many months; sold
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
and only after Its members were con ward yearly. Thos. Verran, 286 EdNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Street; Houghton, Mich., gives
GROWER
vinced that grave r. rimination ex- an excellent reason when he writes:
New York, Nov. 2. With dealings
?2.00
One Year isted against New, M?vico;
ssrious "Foley's Honey and Tar Compound on a contracted Bcate, traders found It
1.00
Six Months
$25.00
$25.00
and harmfu"."
$35.00 values
$35.00 values
'n the mat- has always proven an effective rem- difficult to move prices today, except
edy, quickly relieving tickling in the
?22.50
values
$22.50
values
ter of freight rates.
$32.50
$32.50
in
a
Isolated
few
places. Amalgamatthroat, and stopping the cough with
$20.00
$20.00
$27.50 values
$27.50 values
The commission's euro was careful- no bad after effects. O. G.' Schaefer ed was sold speculatively on the halt
(Cash in Advance for Mall
'
$19.50
values
and
values
$19.50
$25.00
$25.00
Cross
Red
ly prepared,
Store.
Adv.
ft whs clean-cut- ,
Subscriptions)
Drug
In
and
the demand. The outward mover
$16.50
$16.50
$22.50 values
$22.50 values
.Remit by check, draft or money cnvinAjig.'
ThrmiRhout ih hearing
ment of gold continied, $3,100,000 be$15.00
$20.00 values
$20.00 values
$15.00
order. If sent otherwise we will not there .was ' ", a note of any d j ire on
ing sent to Canadaj and $600,000 to
'
$10.50
$13.25
$15.00 values
$18.50 values .
be responsible for loss.
the part of
cue to be rnfair to PROGRESSIVE SPIRIT
San Francisco. The outlook for deon
free
application.
Specimen copies
tne railroads- b,,f merelv to sum
pletion of surplus reserves on this
to be clear cases of Injustice.
BEING
appear
IS
MANIFESTED
account were reflected in the money
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
The railroads presented
a strong
market. Call money, after opening at
EXPIRATION OF TIME
and forceful defense; but the impres5 per cent, rose to 8. The general
PAID FOR
sion even to the lay mind remains DR. LANDAU PREDICTS
GREAT movement of stocks was unusually
ADVANCEMENT FOR LAS
that they did not meet the evidence
narrow and the market most of the
Advertisers are guaranteed the
VEGAS IN FUTURE
98c
$14.75
$20.00 Serges
$1.25 values
the
presented
by
commission.
time was a standstill.
circulation
largest daily and weekly
i
values
$9.95
$1.15
$15.00
$1.50
state
The
Serges
corporation commission Is
Previous rise of a point in Union
of any newspaper In northern New
After eloquently portraying the Pacific was
$9.25
$14.50 Serges
$1.25
$1.75 values
to be congratulated upon this its first
cancelled when the entire
Mexico.
$8.25
$13.75 Silks
$1.35
$2.00 values
statewide effort to better conditions many national and individual bless- market went off rather more decisiveSilks
values
$2.25
$12.50
$1.75
.$7.95
In New Mexico, and upon the care and ings for which the people of the
on the jump in call money to 10
TELEPHONES
United States may be grateful at the ly
$18.00 Challes
$2.75 values
$2.20
,$12.75
Main 2 thoroughness with which
the work
Business Office
per cent.
Dr.
values
H.
Jacob
$9.50
Ratines
season,
$14.00
$5.00
Thanksgiving
$3.98
was
done.
The effort cannot fail to
Main 9
The market closed easy. DisquietNews Department
who delivered the principal
bring good results. Albuquerque Tier- - Landau,
address at the union services at the ing reports of industrial conditions
aid.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2S." 1913.
Christian tabernacle yesterday, de- accentuated the downward movement
1-4
clared that the citizens of Las Vegas of the final hour. Some large blocks
NEW MEXICO LOSES
sold
on
were
of
Steel
and
CLASSIFYING CHILDREN
pressure
have a right to be thankful for the
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 28. Fteav-ie- r
railroad stocks was rather more efprogressive spirit which is beginning
by at least thirteen pounds to the
That 32 out of every 100 pupils' at
to manifest itself In this community. fective. United States Realty fell
the thresholds of the public schools man and playing under the cloud of a Dr. Landau said1 it had been a source over six points to 49 on liquidation
tv--t
rfFA Kf:-are "mentally unusual" and need spe protest because of failure to file the of surprise to him, upon his arrival induced by disturbed conditions in the
h to iffl n U u
r. :i t
ti
certification
of
of
required
eligibility
3
cial treatment, if possible apart from
here about a year ago, to find a city real estate situation. Mexican Petroother children, is the conclusion players, the Arizona university foot- so abundantly blessed with natural leum preferred jumped eight points.
Kb ir.r ska
g
ball eleven defeated the University of
The
were;
last
sales
reached by Dr. Arnold Cesell of Yale
withal
so
and
to
slow
New Mexico, 7 to 3, yesterday after- advantages
I
DOING
BUSJNE&i
(ft1
avail itself Qf its opportunities. He Amalgamated Copper
university, in a publication just issued noon on Association
ft
field. Outpark
107
bid
edu
of
bureau
United
the
States
Sugar,
declared, however, that a spirit of
hy
s
played during fully
of
Atchison .
cation.
924
the game by a much lighter team, civic pride and alertness has been
106
awakened and that Las Vegas may j Northern Pacif ic
"Take an ordinary kindergarten and and excelled in
Ground
eainins at
over much of the coun-- ; activity in buying lifted the market
first grade, with a combined enroll- j least two
Opening figures in provisions were
i.ouyg er conditions
to one, Arizona won on a look forward to great advancement ABttUillg
In
next
100
the
Southern
Dr.
Pacific
Ges.ll
few
incline at the outset. First sales varied from unchanged to 72 higher. The closing
ment of
traders
wheat
made
874
years.
pupils," says
today
try
of
pretty
to
hi"her' and tne
The speaker pleaded for greater Union Pacific
151
"Among this number we may expect play ever seen on a local
quotations were as follows:
to the bear 'side. Opening prices were unchansed
gridiron, unity of purpose on the
made fractional gains thereafter.
to find at least one child
55
ies
United
States
Steel
of
the
Wheat, Dec. 86; Mav 90
part
while
H.
n KhndA in
.
pp.nt. lower and throueh
the score stacks up against
and,
which he said was neces- United States Steel, pfd
ine close was steady at
lower to Corn, Dec.
one child who stutters; two or
104
70; May 70.
them, the University of New Mexico citizenship,
the early trading kept within the y advance.
three who seriously lisp; another ex eleven may well be credited with a sary for effective city building.
Oats, Dec. 37; May 41.
Dr. Landau's remarks were eloquent
Trade in oats was light and feare-lesCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
opening limit. The close was steady
tremely anemic; a badly spoilt chi.d; moral victory in yesterday's game.
Pork, Jan. $21.15; May $21.07y2.
were
and
to
Yi to
cent
listened
lower.
The market showed a tendency
at
with
attention
28.
Nov.
nuother babyish a year or two reweathUnsettled
Chicago,
Lard, Jan. $10.87; May $11.15.
New Mexico's three points were
Light offerings of corn and some to sag in wheat.
tarded in mental or moral growth; scored by a field goal booted squarely by s, good sized audience. Music was
Ribs, Jan $11.10; May $11.27.
and still another morally weak. There between the posts by Hesselden stand- furnished by a chorus choir, Mrs.
Charles O'Malley, Mrs. Mabel Hall
"will be one 'negative' child passive,
ing on the Arizona
line, in
and
George A. Smith. The congrega
colorless; one oversensitive, nervous the second quarter, the ball being on
tions of all the Protestant churches
one
child;
line. Arizona scored In
superficially precocious the
in the city and that of Temple Monte- the third quarter, Luis, left end, carchild; another distinctly superior
U
flore joined in the Thanksgiving
ager, ardent, imaginative, sociable. rying the ball down an unobstructed
service.
"For some of these children there is field for a touchdown, after the enno better disposition than prompt as tire varsity eleven had massed on the
Had Taken His Weight In Medicine
signment to a special class, the special opposite side of the line as the result
M. D. Faucett, of
GiUsville, Ga.,
class method having been put Into of a fake end run. The play was persays he1 had taken his weight In medexecuted
successful operation for 13 difC;rU fectly
and, considering the icine
for headache and constipation,
types of children. But even the spe- previous plays which were calculated but never used anything that did him
team
M.
cial classes particularly the "wcalled to, and did cause the U. N.
so much good as Chamberlain's Tabungraded classes for backward chi- to expect the play which was faked, lets. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
ldren that have been established In was undoubtedly the feature of the
our large cities are greatly in need game. Rarely did the Tucson eleven
outclass the varsity men In general
of Inventory.
"The diversity of the ungraded class ship except In the execution of this
Some time ago we
Honday Bargain Day to promote Monthat was enough. Merrltt
membership is often pathetically pic- fplay but
we
business.
select
Arizona,
kicked
for
Remember,
goal
seasonable merchandise and quote
day's
WITH
Is
one
the roll call for
turesque. Here
x
idea
above
in
with
Look over these offerings. There
'.such class in a large eastern - Uy :
mind.
prices
LAUDS THE PRESIDENT
Twenty-fou- r
&
Werba
Beautiful
Production
The
Luescher
boys, 16 girls, nationalibe
will
something
appeal to you.
Washington, Nov. 28. mite House
ties, Norwegian, French, Irish, Armenofficials today informally expressed
American,
ian, Italian, Austrian,
their appreciation of the speech, of
FRANK C PAYNE. Manager
ELLIOT S. FOREMAN,
Chinese; names range from James M- Viscount of
102 WEST 38th STREET
BUSINESS MANAGER.
lord fclgh chanHaldane,
olarity and Ong Yung to Arcangelo cellor of Great Britain in London last
NEW YORK CITY
"Christlano and Nishan Kalehadoarian;
night, In which he lauded President
ges range from 6 to 18; mentality, Wilson's
November 21, 1913.
of the Monroe
Interpretation
' '
from giggling imbecility to ambitious doctrine.
Messrs. Duncan and Browne;,-Mgrs."J"
intelligence morality, from truancy, ';.if
, : ,
Duncan Opera House,
10
"65c
Men's
,
) Turkish
$3.75
Sheets
cigarette smoking and thieving .to
' v
HAN SH ; FO U ND'GUILTY
' '
'
I
East Las Vegas, N. M.
good behavior; parentage, "noted in
Zar
Chicago, Nov. 28. Otoman
Sox
Boy's
Towels
Size
Yards
WomenV;
r
;
special cases, includes a drunken
'
Hanish 'this afternoon was found
Centlemen:
mother, an Insane father, and "in guilty of sending an objectionable
Cadet
23c
Wo1
I was requested by Harry A. Levy, the Musical Director of "THE
three instances, gypsies: physical con- - book by express in violation of the
Amoskeajj
ROto
a
effort
make
to
THE
ROSE MAID COMPANY"
have
special
Blouse
Values
Sweaters
"luu"' uum Paru" Dimuness ana aeai- - intCTBtate commerce law.
worth
Heavy nap
SENTHAL FURNITURE COMPANY place one of their celebrated
mess, and spinal trouble and anemia, to
Outing
Waists
worth
Think of
vigorous physical health.
85c
Gray or
Cable Nelson Pianos in the orcheslra, for his use during the engagement
RIVERS BEATS CR.OSS
the problem before this teacher, who
Flannel
Your
of this charming opera at the Duncan Opera House on Thursday, DeColors
40c
Red
No Seam
Los Angeles,- Nov. 27. Joe Rivers,
may not even have a working defini4th.
cember
the Los Angeles ' Mexican, defeated
tion of
in her
Choice
for
Per
Pair
i
Each
Each
special
to aid her In classification Leach Cross, the New York lightm Piano during his tour with The
Mr. Levy used the Cable-Nel- s
.and instruction."
weight, in 20 rounds of fighting at
Russian Philharmonic Orchestra, and feels that this Instrument gives
In the opinion of Dr. CeselL the Vernon arena yesterday. After two
the best satisfaction.
,
time ig coming when all our large knockdowns in the fourth and ninth
remunicipal school systems, hd perhaps rounds. Cross showed wonderful
Cordially yours,
county educational systems as well. cuperative powers and fought brilELLIOT S. FOREMAN,
will have the equivalent of child clas- liantly, but could not overcome the
"
Business Manager.
sification and special classes. "Child '(ad of Rivers.
The
OF QUALITY"
Opposite
"Onyx"
in
a
"classification is the basis of child hy-marked
hud
advantage
Crj?
AT?
All the latest sheet music of "The Girl from Mumras" and "The
Castaneda
riene," be declares, "but it is more, j "ve rcunds, while Rivers led in 1.1.
Black
e Maid" can be had of us.
'The primary school may develop into iMVree George Blake's decision was
'
Hotel
Hose
at sociological clearing agency for the popular with the crowd.
20
of the
Tne 11,ost spectacular
fviry and registration of all ehilb". when adults, may prove rounds was the nineteenth, when
tired aud beaten,
!y dependent, defective or dan- - Oofs, apparently
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N1EBS BANKERS tWN THE AfiMY AND NAVY'S

BURGLAR

j
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Ed Bragelt of Sapello spent Thanks
was a business visitor here todal.
C. B. Lambing of El Paso, Tex.,
was fk business visitor heer today.'
H. S. Goodley ot Montgomery, Ala.,
"is in Las Vegas for a several days'
visit.
Dr. J. S. Jones was a business visitor in Watrous for a short time yesterday.
W. D. Crauney arrived in Las Vegas yesterday from Albuquerque for
a short business visit.
G. W. Henry of Winslow, Ariz., came
in yesterday afternoon for a few
days' business visit here.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Viles of
N. M, came in yesterday morning fdr a short visit wlh friends.
H. D. Barnes, agent for the Wells
Fargo Express company, spent yesterday in Santa Fe with relatives.
H. Appelgate, representative for the
Eli Walker company of St. Louis, was
a business visitor in Laa Vegas today.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess left yesterday evening for Santa Fe where
he will be on business for several

PETER ROM'S

THANKSGIVING

SHOP

GAME

GAilfSET

"

-

Totals

.680

.

Conway

769

822

2271

Peons
1st. 2nd.

3rd.

Tot.

137

189

446

120
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Five leading cooking authorities
all recommend Cottolene
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The recipes are practical for every-da- y
use, and illustrate the use
oi ana vaiue 01 cottolene.
Cottolene goes much farther than any other
cooking fat or shortening. Saves
money because it is economical; always insures digestible food.

f1

Hams, President

Kosenwald, becretafy-

"

vice President

ffcatfeirf
&fe S.mW
Ivo V. Lively, Assistant Secretary

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice
-

i

$!14,CC3.C0

,
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. . . DIR.ECTOR.S . . .
feigmund Nahhl. Cleofes Romero, Cha. Danslger. Daniel Caasldy, Hi- L Batchelor. Clemente
padllia, .fosV
A. Baca, Cecilio RoeenwaM, John W.
Harris, Geo. B. Morrison, Elmer
Veeder, Jose Felix EsqulbeL

Drop" a postal today for your copy
of HOME HELPS," and order
Cottolene from your Grocer.
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Record
1890
1891
1892
1893
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1910
1911
1912

of

Army-Nav-

.

Gatrms:

y

Navy
Army

24, Army 0.
32, Navy 16.
4.
Navy
Navy 6, Army 4.
Army 17, Navy 5.
Navy 11, Aany 7.
Army 11, Navy 5.
Army 22,: Navy 6.
Army 40, Navy 5.
Army 11, Navy 0.
Army 6, Navy 6.
Navy 10, Army 0.
Navy 6. Armv fl

Y (Q

Army 6, Navy 4.
Navy 3, Army 0.
Navy 3, Army 0.
Navy 6, Arniy 0.
:.

New York,' Nov. z8.The football
season for 1913 wib close tomorrow
afternoon when the rival teams from
the United States Wil'tary and Naval
academies meet for their annual grid-Irobattle on the Polo grounds in
this city. This will be the first time
that the annual contest between the
two branches of the service has ever
been played' in New York, and with
the additional seating facilities of the
Polo grounds the game is expected
to take on even greater Importance
than it has in former years, when
played at Franklin field in Philadelphia.
The seating capacity at the Polo
grounds has been rearranged and additional stands and several field boxes
have been built Accommodations
have been 'provided for 40,000 spectators. The Army, will occupy tie
south side of the main grandstand
and the Navy will sit on the north
n

side.

.

A Gift from

Teupert's

si

always pleased eund
hs
will do so

Prom a social standpoint the Army- Navy game eclipses all others of the
season, as it attracts a most representative gathering of society leaders
from all over the east, army and
navy officers, diplomats, and others
'.'
prominent iin all walks of life. Seated
in the &various boxes around the field
of play will be Mr. and Mrs. Francis
B. Sayre and other members of President Wilson's famlry, cabinet members, diplomats, senators and representatives and prominent army aad
navy officers from Washington, Philadelphia, Newport, Governor's Island'
and other points. ,
The battalion of cadets from each
academy will attend the game. The
West Point cadets will arrive here
tomorrow morning. The midshipmen
will come from Annapolis on special
trains. They will march to the Polo
grounds from the ferryboat landing
at the foot of 155th street.
The elevens this year appear to be
unusually well matched, although it
is possible the middies will rule slight
favorites before the whistle sounds
for the opening of hostilities. Both
St. Thomas, 13; Marquette, 0.
teams are substantially the same as
Rochester, 34; Dennison, 0.
faced one another on Franklin field
Syracuse, 74; St. Louis, 0.
a year ago, when the Navy was vic
torious by a ecore of 6 to 0.
Getysburg.J; Franklin and MarBoth teams have made good rec shall, 40.
ords this season, with the middies
Virginia, 26; Nona Carolina, 7.
record showing the better " perform
University of Chattanooga, 65;
ances.! On the other hand the Army Georgeown, Ky., 6.
has hid more formidable opponents
Transylvania University, 6; Central
than the Navy. The Army's achieve University, 0.
ments, as disclosed ' in the games
Kentucky State university, 6, Uniearly in the season, particularly the versity of Tennessee, 13.
Christian
Haskell Indians, 39;
victory over Colgate, indicate a stand
ard Army team close in power to a Brothers college, 10.
i
first grade eleven.
Notre Dame, 29; Texas, 7.
South Dakota, 17; Creighton, 0.
Comparing the players and team
records, the critics of the game have
Utah Agricultural college, 21; Unireached the conclusion that they pre versity of Utaa, 6.
sent two evenly matched elevens,
Vanderbilt, 63; Sewanee, 13.
.With about
Washburn College, 6; Kansas State
equal resources and equal
prospects. On the eve of the battle Agricultural College, 6.
it appears that the team will win
Johns Hopkins, 14; St. Johns Colwhich excels in a superior knowledge lege, 3.
of the finer points of play and posColorado Mines, 49; Denver, 7.
sesses the greater mental alertness
Colorado College, 49; College ot
to convert to advantage the breaks Emporia, 0.
of fortune and the opportunities of
Arkansas, 14; Tulane, 0.
play.
Mississippi A. & M., 7; Alabama, 0.
Tomorrow's game will be the eighGeorgia Tech., 34; Ciemson, 0.
teenth In the series between the two
Oklahoma A. & M., 0; Missouri
academies. Of the seventeen games School of Mines, 14.
played the Navy has wone nine and
Texas A. & M 7; L. S. XL, 7.
the Army seven. In 1905 the teams
St Joseph's College, 13; Euena Visplayed a tie game.
ta College, 7.
Oklahoma, 14; Colorado 2.
YESTERDAY'S FOOTBALL
Whitman College, 35; University of
Miami, 13; Cincinnati university, 7. Montana. 0.
Carlisle, 13; Brown, 0.
20;
University of Washington,
Western Reserve, 17; Case, 6.
Washington State College, 0.
Lafayette, 7; Dickinson, 0.
University of California, 3 ; Univer
Cornell, 21; Pennsylvania, 0.
sity of Southern California, 3
University of Pittshurgn, 7; Penn
State, 6.
Oregon Agricultural College, 3;
Georgetown, IG; Holy Cross, 7.
University of Idaho, 0.
Washington and Jefferson, 52;
Ellsworth College, 20; Dm Moines
Bucknell, 0.
College, 0.

again

Goods of a. known,
quality.

4

Everything in the Jewelry Line.

University of Rochester, 26;
13.

Multnomah
Oregon, 0

Illinois Wesleyan, 7; State Normal
University, 7.
club, 19; TTniversity of
Tarkio, 23; Omaha University, 6.
Drury College, 83; Shurtleff, 3.
Deni-so-

"

'.

Marion Harland
Mrs. Sarah Tyson Rorer
Mrs. Helen Armstrong
Mrs. Mary J. Lincoln
and Lida Ames Willis

-

W.

a. orown, jernnarat Appei, ueorga H. Hunker.

-

Vegas today.
150
Martin
157
158
465
Dr. F. B. Romero left this morning
140
154
150
Ament
444
in his Ford automobile for Santa Fe
144
129
134
407
O'Malley
where he will be on business for sev156
166
138
460
Losey
eral days.
Fred Miller, a, commercial man from
741
769 2222
Totals
,.712
Denver, Colo., came in last night and
will be a business visitor here for
brofien.
several days.
"YOUNG CUBAN" WINS
Mr,' and Mrs. W. Bendelby of Mont
E.
A.
Poe
this
left
afternoon for
Ala., arrived In Las Vegas
gomery,
A DIFFICULT FIGHT
Wednesday night and will be visitors! 'Albuquerque where he will 'reside for1
several months.
here for several days.
Charles Kincher. representative fori Senator T. B. Catron came over this
CLEVERLY KNOCKS OUT VERNON
the Rice Stix Dry Goods company of afternoon from his home at Santa Fe
SCHLOTT BY APPROACHING
a
short business visit.
St. Louis, is in Las Vegas calling on for
FROM THE REAR
nowen
T.
Mrs.
B.
afreturned
this
Ihe dry goods trade..
H. W. Kelly, head of the firm of ternoon rrom Aimiquerque where she
Knowing himself a student of the
Cross, Kelly and Company, will leave has been visiting relatives for the
boxing game and fairly well versed
few
weeks.
Past
tonight for California where he wiir
iu this crude sport, Juan
RSotero,
G. Randall, brother-in-la'
of E:
bo on business for a" short time.
otherwise known as "Young Duran,"
N.
left
this
for
Kearney,
a,terncpn
Miss Audrey Burns
and sister,
afternoon approached Ver-uoKlnanor Westerman, left last night for Santa Fe after having been a visitor yesterday
who was walking on
Echlott,
Rochester, Minn., where they will join here for the past few days. Mr. Ranstreet near die John A. Papen
i.ndie
dall
Taos.
resides
at
their mother aid remain for several
J. S. Salsburg, for the past few store, with a young lady of Sotero's
weeks.
a business visitor In Las Vegas acquaintance. Evidently in order to
weeks
Frank Young, for the past several
and
for a prominent disengage Schlott from the young
representative
months employed in the local superhe knocked Schlott
intendent's office 'of the Santa Fe reference book company of Colorado, lady's company,
8cnBtjIesa n the cement sidewalk.
left
this
afternoon
from
Albuquerque
Railway company, left last night for
he will remain for several tero' instead of approaching Schlott
Chanute, Kan., where he will locate.
irum me ironi, h is saiu, came up
weeks and later go to California.
George A. Fleming returned yesterfrom behind, landing a swinging blow
day from Albuquerque where he repto
the unsuspecting man's javv nd
This afternoon at the Y. M. C. A.
resented the Commercial club for the
a boys' boxball tournament began kno(:killS him t0 tho sidewalk with
past week. Mr. Fleming left this and will be
continued each week un- - SU('h force that he was rendered
morning for Watrous on a short busi- til the end
of
the season. The teams se"eless.
ness visit.
who will be in this tournament will) Sotero was arrested upon complaint
Chester Bebber of Albuquerque, who
vvilliam Schlott. This morning he
has been a resident of this city for be the same as those in the basketball!01was lined ?5 and
assessed the costs
'easrue.
The boxball schedule, how- several months, haa gone to his home,
ever, will be played by reversing the!of the case hy Judge D. R. Murray.
whore he will remain. He has been
actions yesterday, did not
bc.si.all schedule.
This tournament
employed by the Santa Fe Railway
to furnish excellent exercise rease his. Popularity here,
company as a file clerk.
He is a J'unsster who evidently Is
and amusement for the boys of the
Thomas M. Tipton, son of Dr. and Y. M. C. A.
copying after Jim Flynn, the Pueblo
Mrs. W, R. Tipton, arrived in Las
s
bruiser. The city police, some of
last night from San Francisco for
noon the infant son of whom are followers of the boxing
Yesterdayj
a short visit with his parents. Tom Mr. and Mrs. David
Hazels died fol- game, say Sotero will never be a
is now a lieutenant on the battleship
lowing a short illness. Burial occur- champion if he follows the rough neck
South Dakota and will remain in Las red
style, as the public will not countentoday in the Masonio cemetery.
Ve;;as with his parents possibly two
ance such actions.
weeks. His ship sails from San FranWilliam Harper has purchased a
cisco" about December 13 for Mexico
Colonel R. E. Twitchell returned
large stock of suits, overcoats and
and it will be necessary that he re- furnishing goods in Wichita, Kas., Wednesday evening from Santa Fe
join the vessel before she leaves which he will bring, to Las Vegas to where he has been ,on railroad
"
rort. h
place on sale.

-

John

"

.

-

-

days.
F. A. Alford, representative for the
Quick Meal Range company of St.
Louis, was a business visitor in Las

u:-
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CAPITAL

you need

a, TRUST CO.

PEOPLES BAnT

cOOTBALL
TEAMS RPRfcSENT-INGOVERNMENT SAKOOLfc.
ARE TO CLASH

Yesterday morning at the Elks'
club the Bankers and Peons bowled
a game which proved fast and interesting. The final score showed the
Bankers winners by 49 pins. The
high score was made by WItten, who
rolled 616, while the low honors went
to, Hoke, with 378 pins. The Banker ijwwoa thrjeV&it of five games
played this fall. The official score:
Bankers
,
1st. 2nd. 3rd. Tot.
134
200
182
516
Witten .
Hoke .. .
134
378
..126 118
Duncan . .
473
..158 129- - 186
Strass . .
139
426
,.122 165
McWenie
181
..140 157
478

Thursday morning between 12:30 and
1 o'clock, the meat shop
belonging to
Peter Roth on Douglas avenue was
entered and $2 taken from the cash
register. The city officers late todayhad, not found the robber, but expect
eventually to get him.
Entrance to the shop was made by
breaking a rear window. All the doors
in the place, with the one exception
cf the front entrance, were thrown
open before the robber started to
ransack the shop. The cash register
contained about f 2, which was taken,
and efforts also were made to crack
the safe. A cleaver was used and
yesterday morning the safe showed
signs of being roughly handled. The
dial of the safe was rendered useless.
Night merchants Policeman Terry
McGovern heard a nolsa in the building and after securing Night Officer
Ward started to investigate. The robber escaped, however. The officers
thought they saw the shadow of a
man, which quickly disappeared as
they entered the building.
Evidently the man who did the work
was one of small build, as only one
of the four square window panes was
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GO
DOWN TO DEFEAT
INTRUDER SECURES ONLY $2, BUT PEONS
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The wife desires to give her hus- band lhe bcst of everythinga
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Electric

Coffee Pot
will help her to give him the best
tl;at can possibly be made,
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PIlLiGIRLTO
GET HANDSOME

23,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Y. M. C. A. BOYS' CONFERENCE
Saginaw, Mich., Nov.28. Nearly one State of New Mexico. County of mh.
Court,
Miguel , In the District
thousand boys, representing the 500
Fourth Judicial .District
boys' organizations In Michigan, are
in attendance at the Y. M. C. A. Boys' James II. Kelly,

DOES YOUR HAIR
SPOIL YOUR FACE?
If your glass reflects good looks-n- ice
features that would make you
considered pretty If only your hair
were more
becoming don't you
mourn about it. Instead of mourning or envying others whose hair Is
prettier than- yours, use Harmony Hair
Beautlfier, and let others envy you.
It is a delightful liquid hair dressing
to beautify the hair make it glossy,
softer, easier to put up in graceful,
wavy folds that will "stay put." It

1913.

ohe OPTIC

Bhe

LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AN

D

REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

,
Plaintiff,
Conference which opened here today
No. 7569.
vs.
for a session extending over three
days.
Among the 'notable speakers Town of Las Vegas, et als,
Defendants.
who are scheduled to deliver addresThe defendants to said suit and
ses before the conference are Albert
CHAPMAN
Town of Las
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
L. Roberts of New York, internation- each of them;
BROTHERHOOD
NO
A. M. Regular com102 Meets every
al rural work secretary for the Y. M. Vegas, Board of Trustees of the Town
SEWING STAND TO BE PRESENT-'
Monday night at
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
C. A.; C. C. Robinson, international of Las Vegas, the unknown heirs of
ED BY THE POTTER CANDY
deceased
third Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corCOMPANY
secretary for employed boys, and J. Francisco A. Manzanares,
each month. T 11 tint dially welcome. J. C.
of inter
Werts,
polishes the hair until it shines, and M. Artman, dean of boys' work in the and all unknown claimants'
brother cordially
.
ests in the premises adverse to the
Buhler. Secretary; O &
A popularity contest has been start-s- a overcomes the unpleasant, oily odor, Y. M. C. A., college, Chicago.
dent;
W. p. Mills, Bally, Treasurer.
plaintiff (said premises being the real RATES
in Las Vegas and on Christmas eve with a delightful fresh rose fragrance.
W. M., H. 8
rOR CLASSIFIED ADVER'an Patten. Secretary.
estate described in tie complaint in
the city's most popular young lady Harmony Hair Beautlfier is very easy
TISEMENTS
this cause) who claim adverse to
will be presented with a handsome to apply simply sprinkle a little on
LAS VEGAS COMMAND? RV mn
I I II Hi! THE CHILD
and
of
each
James
H.
Kelly
plaintiff,
Sf
.
LOCAL TIME CARD
imported German wlckerwork sewing your hair each time before brushing
Five cents per line each Insertion.
T8 TEMPLAR Reg- them are hereby notified that a suit
tand valued at 30. This stand Is it. Contains no oil; will not change
tC
Estimate
words to a line.
IS COSTIVE, BILIOUS has been commenced In the District No ad to six ordinary
offered by the Potter Candy company. the color of hair, nor darken gray
occupy less space than two
w
District
Judicial
the
of
Court
Fourth
oy in each monta at Ma-Ess: Bound
For each 25 cent purchase made at hair.
All
nes
advertisements charged
at
Tmle
7:1
m.
p.
o.
in
the
New
of
State
the
H.
of
Arrive
Mexico,
dandruff-freand
Tiair
refreshment
and
To
Depart
the Potter candy
par
keep
scalp
will be booked at space actually set
KlakeL
Caaa. Tamme, R No. 2.
9:1R p.
9:10 p. m
C;
and clean, use Harmony Sham- IF TONGUE IS COATED, BREATH County of San Miguel, being cause without
lors a ticket worth five votes will
Canter.
regard to number of words.
4
No.
H.
No. 7569 by the plaintiff James
BAD, STOMACH SOUR, DON'T
.11:05 p. m. ... 11:05 p. a
3bo given.
poo. This pure liquid shampoo gives
In advlnce preferred.
Cash
HESITATE!
No
t
. 2:05
a. m. . . .2:10 a. m
Kelly against them to quiet the title
The contest started yesterday morn- an instantaneous rich lather that imLAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- - No.
to that certain tract and parcel of
1:45 p. m..., 2:10 p. m
ing and will continue until Christmas mediately penetrates to every part of
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
Give "California Syrup of Figs" at land situated in the County of San
West Bound
ve when the final count will b hair and scalp, insuring a quick, thortaves
once
often
vocation first Monday in
a
today
New
teaspoonful
Arrive
Mexico, de
Miguel and State of
Depart
made and the basket awarded to the ough cleansing. Washed off Just as
eacn month at Masonic No.
a sick child tomorrow.
1:20 p. m
1:45 p.
scribed as follows,
young lady receiving the most votes. quickly, the entire operation takes
ha:f-slcfIf your little one Is out
Temple at 7:80 p. m. H. No. 8.
A certain tract of land situated at
fi:!0 a. m..., 6:15 a. m
A large number of votes already have only a few moments. Contains noth-B. Hubbard. H. P.: F. O No.
and
isn't
acting
eating
resting,
Coun7..
San
4:20 p. m . . 4:30 p. b
Las
Miguel
Vega,s,
teen cast and within the next few leg that can harm the hair; leaves
Upper
Blood. Rnrroton
Mother! seo If tongue ty, New Mexico, known as the F. A,
No.
7:00 p.
9.. fi:85 p m.
days the first announcement of those no harshness or ftie'dness just a naturally look,
Its
sure
that
a
Is
Is.
This
coated.
sign
Manzanares Old Homestead, describwhose names have been entered will sweet cleanliness.
- O.
ilttle stomach, liver and bowels are ed as follows:
O. F. LAS VPftAQ i nnrr
come
be given.
Both preparations
in
Ir1.
crcsai
waste.
When
with
Meets every Monday evenine a:
ATTOKNEYx
clogged
corner
at
the
Northwest
Beginning
OPTC'
MAiW
!MUMe
very ornamental Lotties, with
stomach sour, breath of the
their
on
hall
feverish,
ritable,
'All
Sixth
street.
vteHin
tract, on the east side of the
sprinkler tops. Harmony Hair Beau-tifie- bad or has stomach-ache- ,
HUNKER & HUNKER
diarrhoea, old Mora
brethren cordlallv invito t otto, a
Road, known now as Las
$1.00.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Harmony Shampoo, 50c. sore throat, full of cold, give a
A. Hunker. Chester A. Huntai
Georue
P.
D.
N.
Gus
Fries,
Lehman,' V. G
G.;
Bs.
Town road, from
Lucas County,
Vegas and
Iloth guaranteed to satisfy you in evAttorneys-at-Laof "California Syrup of Figs" whence a Upperdriven in center line
T. M. El wood, Secretary; Karl Weru
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
spike
Las
New Merle
Vefiaa.
a In senior nartner of thn firm of ery way, or your money back., Sold and In a few hours all the constipated'
Treasurer:
V.
C.
Hedecoek fioma.-- r.
of tract on north end of Bridge No WANTED First class laundress, Ap- F. J Cheney & Co., doing business ' this coumunKy only at oi:r store poison, undigested food and sour bile
Trustee.
831
Railroad
avenue.
ply
4 Hot Springs Branch A. T. and S
one of the more
in the City of Toledo, County and
the Rexall
moves out of its little bowels
Co., bears south 31 degrees
F.
State aforesaid, and that said firm than 7,000 leading drug stores of the gently
Ry.
a
without griping, and you have wel,
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
rnnH ,m
14 minutes west 1300 feet;
thence WANTED Girl for general house 8. P. O. ELKS Meet
United States, Canada and Great Brl playful child again.
WxTV
DOLLARS for each and every case
fourth Tuesday evening of each
work. Apply 1100 Seventh street
15
58 degrees
east
minutes
north
own
la
which
the
big Harmony
f catarrh that cannot be cured by the tain,
Mothers can rest easy after giving
month
Elks'
on Ninth street and
home
wire
which
6081.6
feet
the
fence
along
boratories In Boston, where the many this harmless "fruit laxative,'' because
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
For irrigated or dry Douglas avsnse. Visiting brothers
FRANK J. CHENEY.
celebrated Harmony Perfumes and it. never falls to cleanse the little is the north boundary line of this iv jlkade
farm
28 lots in Trinidad. Ad- - are cordially Invited.
lands,
Gov. Wm. J.
subscribme
and
and
Sworn to before
This
Toilet Preparations are made. E. G. one's liver and bowels and sweeten tract, and between said tract
dress H, care Optic.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon
ed in my presence, this 6th day of
M.
and
A.
lands
of
Baca,
deceased,
its
cor.
Sixth
love
and
and
Sts.,
stomach
Douglas
the
Murphey,
they
dearly
December, A. D. 1886.
Secretary.
land of F. E. Olney to the Northeast
East Las Vegas, N. M. Adv.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
pleasant taste. Full directions for
of
corner
road
west
side
and
present
Notary Public.
babies, children of all ages and for
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
-- if
to Mora, thence south 3 deHnU's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter
use
leading
bottle.
on
each
grown-up- s
fail
printed
when
bowels
the
they
Regulate
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
the
acts
and
upon
directly
nally
48 minutes east 572.3 feet and
grees
13
an
of
to
move
counterfeit
HERBINE
syrups
ne
Beware
bAUi-o.
fig
properly.
tun
sorrel mare and W. O. W. hall, Sixth streat, on tiic
Wood and mucous surfaces of the
v. 2
admirable bowel regulator. It helps Ask your druggist for a
bottle along west side of said Mora road
EMPRESS
colt, one bay 'gelding, will be sold
Send for testimonials, free.
first
and
third
d
Mondays of w
the liver and stomach and restores a of "California Syrup of Figs;" then io Southeast corner; thence south 58
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
at
the
November
29th
city
pound
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
fine feeling of strength and buoyoncy. see that
Sold bv all druggists, 7Sc.
FLOUR
it is. made by the "California degrees 4 minutes west 6038.9 feet at 10 o'clock, BEN COLES, City Ladies
Price f0. Sold by Central Drug Co
Tal?e Hall's Family Pills for
Flers'
always welcome. O.
1b
which
the
fence
wire
the
fooled!
'Don't
be
along
Company.'?
Syrup
Marshal.
Fig
Adv.
Adv.
man, President; A. D. Tillman, FinanSouth boundary of this tract and line
It s giving you
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Depwy.
between this tract anil lands of M. A.
&AL.U,
uverland automobile in 90S Jacltson avenue: Z. W.
ruit
Montagu 3,
a present for do- Baca deceased, to the southwest corfirst class condition. Phone Main 2G.
1
101
Assistant
Stath
street
Deputy,
ner on east side of said Upper town
mg something
East Las Vesas, N. M
road, thence north 7 degrees 40 min- FOIt
ONENIGIITONW
SALE Several head of high
'd do ny
you
utes west 567 feet along east side grade Hereford bulls. T. T. Turner. L. O. O.
MOOSE
Meets
to
road
northTown
seeniM
the
of said Upper
way when you
East Las Vegas, N. M.
fourth
ai
west corner and place of beginning,
Thursday
evening
learn how Much
9
"
mont'o at. Vv. O. W. hail.
Vlsiu.
71.10
i containing
acres, excluding
hm
Betfer EMPRESS
brothers cordially invited. Howard
therefrom the right of way of the road
, i
.
,HI
FLOUR Ttalh is.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Li'in Secretary
known as Eighth Street Extensjon.
i
FOR
RENT
and
E.
J.
to
the plat
Desirable front room In
ROSEN WALD LOOGE NO. Q)
survey cf
Made by GER-- j
According
"
'
I
I. O. of B. B.
modern home. 1112 Douglas aveiue.
5!
said land madf- by J. L. Zimmerman,
Meets evgry first Tup
'; i
MAN PROCESS I
Phone Purple 5501.
Dec. 27th and 28th, 1912.
day of the month in fie vestry ronu.
nf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock
Plaintiff prays that upon final hearONE COUPON FROM
.'I
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
ing of said cause, his title and estate FOR RENT Cottage In desirable m. Viaitlnf? brothers are cordially u
FIVE
In and to said tracts and parcels of
neighborhood,
STAMPS
newly painted, pa- vitcd. Isaac Appel, President; Char!
BRINGS YOU THE
land above described, be establish:!
pered, electric lights. Low rate. Groenclay, Secretary.
Phone Purple 5301.
SPOON
IT 'S
as the estate and property of said
GENUINE WM.
claim
adverse
or
the
PIODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIO
plaintiff against
ROGERS &
claims of said defendants and each, FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
Meet in the Forest of Brother!
SONS' A A
employed,
comfortable, furnished l.ove at Woodmen of thg World hal;
every and all of them, and that said
STANDARD
room; no health seekers, phone on the second and fourth Mondaya .
defendants and all of them be barred
S I LVER
Purple 5301.
and forever estopped from having or
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewa"
fionsul; O. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. V
claiming any right, title or interest in
or to &aid land, real estate auj premtaTiSSSSlisSlSSSSSiS
Local Deputy.
Vlsltiiii
Montague,
FRENCH-GREmembers are especially welcorj a"'
ises, or any part thereof, adverse to
(STERplaintiff, and that plaintiff's title to WILL buy and sell cattle and horses. cordially invited.
LING) FINISH
said real estate and premises be forAddress S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill,
ever quieted and set at rest.
OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
N. M.
EMPRESS
Plaintiff prays for general relief.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Plaintiffs attorney is Win. O. Hay-docan be ob- urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
and
bowels.
VeEast
Las
Foley's Honey and Tar Pioneer building.
postoffice address,
Visiting members
this city from
g tained in
exactly fills this need. No opiates,
as, New Mexico.
no sour stomach, no constipation fol- are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
That unless, you the said defend lows its use.
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
ALL
Made "Miss NoThe Witching
Stuffy colds, wheezy
ants, and each of you, enter your ap breathing, coughs and croup are all
Prima Dona. A
body from Star
Land" Famous
Fashion Plate
pearance in said cause on or before quickly helped. O. G. Schaefer and
RETAIL
and many others
Comedienne
the 5th day of January A. D. 1914, Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
20c per 100 lb.
a decree pro confesso and judgment
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Dtl very
25c per 100 Iba,
,
by default will be rendered and en
1,000 Iba, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
Effervescing With Sparkling Tunes and Trippling Melodies
AMD
FURNITURE
30c per 100 It
therein
tered
200 lbs., to 1,000 Ibt, Each Dallvery
against you and each of
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
40c per 108 Ibt
you.
50 lb., to 200 It)., Each Delivery
50c per 1M las- Dated November 5, 1913.
BOUGH1 MHO SOLO
Less than 50 Iba., Each Delivery
AND
A
LORENZO
DELGADO,
(Seal)
ROMERO & RUDOLPH
Clerk of the District Court
lISIOZMailonal Aw:
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The Parisian usical Comedy
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Musical
Hits

Y

The

Whistley
Kind

HI

GROCERS

VAIL

PRICES

Has Set the
Fashion
World

Hoi

PERFECT

CAST

CHORUS

AGUA PURA COMPANY

GORGEOUSLY GOWNED!
Handsome
Every Gown

For Children There Is Nothing Better
A cough medicine for children must
help their coughs and colds without
bad effects on their little stomachs

French Creation

LET US SEND YOU A MAN
To pot onr New Metal

WEATHER STRIPS

THE GREATEST MUSICAL
COMEDY OF THE YEAR
Concoction
A Laughing Whistling Success
Of
From Curtain to Curtain
"Before I had the

PHICES, $1.50,

$1.00

&

C!eo.

Order Setvts NOW!

.

Vegas 466

Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani-

She
MERCHANTS CAFE
.

cure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

I

The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vegas

AMD

N. O.

HER

MAN

429 GRAND AVE

ut

d.

Claesmw?
thoae who MIGHT

General

SIGN PAINTING

Market Finders

Contractor and Builder

Health Culture for Ladies

CARRIAGE

ANT Ads
Are Best

FRANK R.KVELL

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

AUTOMOBILE,

7

a

SA VE FUEL

PHONE

75

Seat Sale at Murphey's Drug Store

Measles"

Dentist
Dental work of any description
moderate prices
oom I. Center Block. Tel Main
East Las Veiraa, New Mexico
Professional

i

on your doors and windows to keep
out cold and

DR. F. B. HUXMANM

Capricious

Cleverness

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

DENTISTS

A

Captivating

a
Harvesters, Storera, and Dlitrlbutori of Nataral Ice, taa Parity
ramona.
Made
Laa
Vegaa
lasting Qualities of Which Have

C. C. CLAYTON.frop
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office
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button to this traffic was 1,112, !tos,282
ni and
against 521,233,931 for HroolU
for the first time 'n the ei''Ty's history the underground traicr exceeded the total o this four elevated lines,
carrying 20,025,504 more possengers.
The total revenues of all the lines
a
from alt sources was $92,140,054.06
dollar for every inhabitant of the United States an increase of $3,897,910.-8over the year before. Owing prinGOTHAM'S
TRAFFIC FOR THIS cipally to wasre increases, operating
YEAR BREAKS ALL PREexpenses also showed an increase of
$988,682.32 to p totl of iS,fiU,244.41,
VIOUS RECORDS

BILLION

PEOPLE

SIDE STREET
CARS

0

which with, $6,105,108 taxen, $15,857,?

i

New York, Nov. 28. The total nam- - 238 Interest and $13,511,243 rentals left
New
ber of passengers carried by Nw a net profit of $12,232,872.
j

York's street railways during the. past
fiscal year was 1,77-- '. J 9N, 568 which
exceeds the population of the entire
This includes!
world by 146,598,284.
nick-only regularly paid fares whose,
Income
of
made up the reported
employIf
policemen,
$S8,494,464,.20.
were
counted,
es and other free riders
the total might reach two billion. The
increase over the previous year was
92,000,000 passengers and $307,912.21
Manhattan's contri- In net earnings.
-:

York's street car traffic continues to
increase more rapidly than the city's
population.
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Family Laxative
It is inconceivable in this day of
general intelligence that any family
would be without a simple remedy
for the minor ills of life, for often
bv eivine such a remedy in time a
serious disease can be frustrated and
a life saved.
For example, if at the first sign of
like Dr.
a cold a simple laxative-toni- c
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin were given,
the beginning of a serious lung affection or of a typhoid fever might be
avoided. And also in headaches, nervousness, etc., a small dose of this
remedy would relieve 'the congestion
and replace distress with comfort.
Mothers give it to tiny infants and
little children, and grown people take
It with equally good effect.
Thousands of good American homes
are never without it, among them
the home of Mrs. O. A. Wright, 1831
Pasadena Ave., Iong Beach, Cal. She
had considerable trouble raising little
Lawrence, three years old, but after
regulating his bowels with small
doses of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
he began to thrive, and ehe has had
no further trouble with him. They
use it generally in her home.
Syrup Pepsin saves the health of
the family and it saves doctor's bills.
It is a guaranteed cure for any form
of stomach, liver and bowel trouble,
constipation, indigestion, biliousness,

i
j

,Jlif

?

LAWRENCE A, WRIGHT

j

.
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THE OLD RELIABLE

o
o
o

c

c

f

Tym,,

Boots 43 Years Old
Gotham boasts a pair of boots that
hi the past 43 years has served three
generations. On the upper west side
jis a cobbler who still makes boots
real boots the kind that stops just
below the luee. He has many
who hold that for style, wear

Gf nrct

A

c
c
c
Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away

with

JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office

o
o
o
o
o

In aamp, chilly weather there is
always a large, demand, for. BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT because
many people who know by experience
its great relieving power in rheumatic aches and pains, prepare to
apply it at the first twinge. Price
Sold
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
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Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
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allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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All work must be perfect before
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In every department of Ba.nking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Istiersst P.sid
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Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis. Vice President,
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallct Raynolds, Cashier.
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Self Respecting Group of People
Should be Without a Good
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"Sputs" Replace "Smigs"
The "Spugs" society fr.r Hie pre-el- s
gas on the stomach, aeadaches, drowsvention of ti&eless giving are by no
iness after eating, etc. Have no hesmeans dead or dying, in fact aa the
itancy about giving it to any member
holidays approach, they are resuming
of the family, however young or old,
their commendable activity. But they
for it contains nothing injurious to
are doomed to eclipse in popularity
the youngest persons.
A bottle can be obtained at any
by the new order V "Sputs", whose
sputterings are especially and epeclfl- nearby drug store for fifty cents or
one dollar, The latter size is more
"'rally directed against she useless
economical and is. bought by those
trimmings on present styh'3 of mil--!
Old Time Sores
who have already convinced theminery, particularly the new tangled
selves of its merits. Syrup Pepsin
arrangements. Man has ever
And Uicers Healed tickler
users learn to discard pills, salts', cabeen willing to suffer that woman may
thartics and purgatives generally as
be beautiful or even feel beautiful.
in
they are too great a shock to any
appearance
Old Wounds Often Bother Accordingly the met
average system.
a
foct
hat
arising
"everywoman's"
After.
samto
Years
a
Families
free
try
wishing
Many
or more above the rear, side or front
can
obtain
bottle
it
by
postpaid
ple
stem
a
slender
of
of crown or rim
Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
' fur, ribbon
addressing
off
with
feathers,
tipped
Washington St, Monticello, 111. A
or any old thing, has been the subpostal card with yoii name and adnow
But
amusement
and
jest.
ject of
dress on it will do
the contraptions are being sot at all
kinds of angles, as well as horizontalnished at from 25 to 40 cents a nit'ht, jor comfort There is no footwear equal
ly, and in a crowd one dares not
a restaurant and lunch room vsill tu the old rashioutid boot. As evidence
and
open his mouth unless he cares to
be in operation. Although the that "there's no end to them," this
shortly
millin-it.
j
filled with a bunch of
have
is not in commission, cobbler cites a pair of boots made by
restaurant
ery. It is proposed to limit the.
food for thought in the bis father for himself as a wedding
much
is
there
length of the feathers and other such
well
equipped
rending and games present in 1870. After wearing thorn
1 2
on
to
the
extensions
inches,
ground
rooms
the
and
anlarger entertainment Sundays for 15 yearsan average of
People who have been poulticing and
that if a woman cannot look beautiin the institution a six hours daily for say 800 days
is
hall.
notating an old sore for years ami aher ful under a
There
decoration, she
marvel at the way It heals quickly
officers of vessels
for
they were handed down to his son,
using S. S. 8.
will Tiot be much to look upon undor special floor
When you come to realize that the skin
whom they "fit. to a T", and now on
fact.
in
Although
an
officers'
club,
one.
and the flessb beneath are composed of a a 15 or
officers and special occasion the selfsame boots
the
same
in
tho
network of tiny blood vessels you solve the
building
Hotel For Sailors
s
mystery.
ore worn by the grandson. And yet
There are wonderful medicinal properties
"'Jack's Waldorf," is what those of the men are kept entirely separate.
the
of
course
there is not a break in them either
in 1913
in S. S. S. that follow the
Bricks
Used
Billion
blood streams just as naturally as the most the forecastle call the million dollar
in Gotham in uppers or soles.
erected
In
the
building
at
aourishlng food elements.
Coenties Slip, recently
It Is really a remarkable remedy. It building
bricks were
last year 1,019,250.000
contains one ingredient, the active purpose erected by the Seaman's church insti
Would Make Them Better If They
an increase of 93,187,-00This
is
psed.
of which is to stimulate the tissues to the
a sailors hotel. This hotel
Could
healthv selection of us own esstmiai nu- tute for
number
the
over
bricks
required
triment. And the medicinal elements of has a lobby for the exclusive use of
The makers of Foley Kidney Pills
the
this matchless blood purifier are just as
for
during
operations
building
know that they have absolutely the
health as the its seafaring guests, who can there
essential to
conbest combination ot curative and
nutritious elements of the meats, grains, enjoy as much privacy as though they previous year. The increased
fats and sugars of our daily food.
of bricks is as good an indi- healing medicines for kidney and
sumption
Is
of
Gotham's
or
to
the
swellest
of
minerals
drugs
one
Not
belonged
drop
for the steady bladder ailments and urinary irreguused In its preparation. Ask for S. S. H. clubs.
A room ticket is the sailor's cation aa may be had
larities that it is possible to produce.
and just insist upon having it. And if
to
the
building That is
upon passport through a turnstile into ;he return of activity
why Foley Kidney Pills are
you desire skillful advice and counsel
and skin,
too the best medicine for the purpose
any matter concerning the blood The
be- trades, which have not been any
reserved
Swift
safely
portion,
specially
write to the medical department.
since the panic The cost, of the vou can buy. O. O. Schaefer and Red
Hpeciflc Co., 210 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, yond the reach of beggars, borrowers busy
Cross Drug Store.- - --Adv.
great pile of brick in last year's oper- Do noi allow some zealous clerk to larrup and "crimps" who are wont to prey
the atmosphere in eloquence over something
class. Excel- ations amotmted to $5.85. 770, a,
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. F. U Willis,
K S. Beware of al upon this free hearted
"just as wed" as
are fur- - against $4,71 i.b.M. the cost ot the pre- BUftere(1 greatly from asthma and
accommodations
lent rooming
vubstimtr.
vious year's pile. Then bricks wei e bronchitis. He writes: "I got no
a thousand less (ban last year. lief until I took Foley's Honey and
It entirely removed
,,
Compound.
Ur. .,,..,
,.!
tj ;Tar
wucu
'
and never)
those
sensations,
choking
... .....
,
nil.
failed to prouuee an easy ana comriver yards and fortable condition of the throat and
from the 'Hudson
.
from those along the Raritan rive:-- lungs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
1
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W
automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.
Light

Iowa uream
Sierra

Economy In footwear can be secured by having your shoes repaired
614 Douglas avenue.
at Hedgcock's.

Come in and take advantage of this offer and you
will be thankful.

ladies workstand filled with our
choicest candies will be given to the lady receiving the largest number of votes before Christmas
An elegant

Eve.

5 Votes With Each 25c Purchase

Potter Candy Company

OHU BLUETS

fillAl Jliiiy
EX-

Mt

U

The
unprecedented demand for
marriage licenses is still noticeable
at the court house. Several licenses
were issued theer Wednesday afternoon and today among which were,
linot including the Lneoard-Bentlcense A.nolonia Jaramillo, aged 23,
of Tuloso, and Federico Ollvas, aged
32, of Sapello; Domingo Ribera, aged
21, and Francisqulta Esquibel, aged
18, both of Las Vegas; Pablita Martinez, aged 19, of Rociada, and Pablo
Herrera, aged 25, of Canon de

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
--

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.
,

ILFELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

At the Home of ttte Best of Everything Eatafal

Fresh OLD FASHIONED
BUCKWHEAT FLOUR!
Maple Syrup, Strained aaid
'
Comb Honey 1

'Best Creamery Butter

Grand Exalted Ruler Edward Leach
of the B. P. O. Elks of the United

States passed through Las Vegas this
morning on the limited on his way
from New York City on a trip over
the west to inspect many Elks' lodges
in this section of the country. He
was accompanied by a party of the
grand officers, including Grand Secre
tary Fred C. Robinson of Dubuque, la.,
Grand Treasurer Charles White of
Chicago and two of the trustees of
the grand lodge. The party stopped
at Albuquerque for several hours today and made an inspection of the
Elks' lodge in that city.
Juan Pollack was arrested Wednesday night by Officer Ed Ward on the
charge of drunkenness. This morning he was sentenced to pay a fine
and the costs of the case or work 15
days on the streets. He was given a
chance to raise the money, but up to
this afternoon has been unsuccessful.
Jimmie Wada, an employe of the Santa Fe offices, also was brought before
Judge Murray this morning on the
charge of assaulting Megi Kuretc.
Wada, who is a Japanese, had dis
agreed with the lady in qquestion on
some personal matter and allowed his
hand to slap the lady's face. For this
he was fined $25 In the court this
He paid and was released.
morning.

port that th 'coanty commissioners
have had some relation to the
the sheriff of a larger number of pris
oners than the jail could be expected
to accomodate.
When released by the grand jury
Wednesday afternoon Mr. Earnest
told a representative of The Optic
that he had nothing to say for publication other than the statement that
he had been subpoenaed as a witness
before the inquisitors. Mr. Earnest
stated that he had taken an oath to
maintain secrecy
regarding what
transpired in the grand jury room. It
la supposed, however, that he was
asked to explain certain of the charges found in liis report on the condition of Sun Miguel county. In view
of the wide publicity given Mr. Earnest's report and the denials by coun
ty and district officials of the truth
of many of the statements made in
that interesting document, the report
of the grand jury is awaited with
keenest interest.
A short session of the district court
was held this morning for the purpose
of looking after business upon the civil
docket. The case of Thomas B. Cat
ron, Julien G. Day and others against
Sostenes Delgado, an action involving
the ownership of a large tract on the
Antonio Ortiz grant, was to come up
for hearing this afternoon. O. A.
Larrazolo Is representing the defend
ants, while C. C. Catron of Santa Fe
and local attorneys are handling the
case- for the plaintiffs. The case of
Veronica Morison against John M,
Turnbull and others, to quiet title to
certain lands upon the Las Vegas
grant, also is set for an early hear-
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past year. Mr. Keown is a Wells
Fargo Express company representative
and has visited Las Vegas several
times.
Mr. and Mrs. Keown will reside in
Jacksonville, Fla., following an extended wedding trip.

Word was received in Lag Vegas
today of the marriage of Mrs. A P.
Moran to J. W. Keown in El Paso.
The news of iht-- . wedding, which occurred Monday, came as a surprise
to many Las Vegans.
Mrs. Keown left here about a week
1150 for Texas and denied the rumor
The Altar Guild of St. Paul's church
that she was to he' married. Mrs. will wet on Saturday instead of toKeown is well kijOwn in Las Veas, day uiUi Miss Marie Mann, 1022
having been in business here for the Seventh street at 4 o'clock.
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atrator show

a pair

Holeproof
Hose
Excepted
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Las Vegas Automobile

you

,

Madiiee
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Phone Main 344.

Co

Wm, Whalen, Prop,

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

wholesale: and r eta i l

Saturday
Onlv

DUNCAN'

rtiif

TUESDAY DEC. 2

cheemeicei

1

WllU

THURSDAY
nFLTMRFFM

The Captivating Opera
SIIEEHAN

AND

BECK

.1

PR.ISENT

I

The Parisian Musical Comedy

THE BROWNE TONIGHT
"The Frozen .Trail," Pathe's beau
tiful two reel, exclusive feature, a
story with heart interest; also a Selig
exclusive feature, "The Love of Penelope." Don't miss this program. It
is just as beautiful as the "Wild Animals at Large" picture is sensational.
- Adv.

THE GIRL
from MUMMS

I X.

A Profusion of Clever Comedy
Sparkling Tunes and Trippling
Melodies

With MISS OLIVE
Tbe Ever Popular Musk-aStar
A

l

,

'

VAIL

''TV ,

'

i

A

II

Comedy

Perfect Cast'

BOUCHER'S

A

Picked Choros

O-PEOPLEO

The Most Gorgeously Costumed
Musicul Comedy
En-to-

2 CARLOADS OF SCENERY

Every Gown a French Creation

DELICIOUS
EATABLES

Davis, Jr., and Her-

Ifi Catchy Musical Hits IS
III THE WHISTLHY KIND
"Before I Had the

bert W. Clark are attorneys for the
plaintiff, while Charles W. G. Ward
iepresents the defendant.

FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camembert

Las ' Vegas was considerably more
unlawful this Thanksgiving than last,
You ought to eat our
there being no arrests last year and
j
three this. The day on the whole, was
James Whitmore, who was serious ' quiet and peaceful and was rnorough-- ! j
ly Injured early this week when his ly enjoyed by all.
i!
for breakfast
automobile skidded off the road on
La Liendre hill, is reported as Improving. Mr. Whitmore received numerous internal injuries as well as a
Fancy Cauliflower, Lettuce
deep cut on the head. William Wha-leis Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
of the Las Vegas garage yesterLike something hot
day made a trip to the spot where
a
and spicy ?-- Eat
Mora Vegetables
the car fell over the cliff and stated
this morning that it will be imposfine
?SfI?f-lhey'r- e
Apples Galore, Cranberries
sible to bring the machine back to
the city except in separate pieces.
sst
The machine Is lodged about 150 feet
from the road on the side of the hill.
It Is badly damaged. Whitmore is
still dazed. He cannot remember the
AH Night
accident, or even having started on
Private Dining Booths
the Journey to his ranch which came
nearly being his last trip.

Measles"-Cl-

OWN

ORCHESTRA

PIUCES

eo

Seats on Sale at
Murphcy's
Prices, $1.50,

COMPANY'S

75c

$1.00, $1.50 and $2.00

i
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MRS. MORAN MARRIED

AT YOUR BI50

I

-

ing.
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"Virginia" Bacon

THE GHAAF & HAYVARD CO. STORE

Home

telephone or call and we will have our demon

g

y

i

DAYWITI3

The county grand jury, which, it is
declared, has been investigating into
the truth of the report of State Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest in regard to alleged irregularities in San
Miguel county, will complete its work
late
this afternoon or early tomorrow,
The Browne and Photoplay theaters accommodated huge audiences according to the belief prevalent at
last night when the famous picture, the court house today.
Mr. Earnest was a witness before
"Wild" Animals at Large" was shown.
This picture is distinctly a work of the grand jury practically all day
Wednesday. Late in the afternoon
art in motion pictures and is
he accompanied the jurors on an in-- l
The
and thrilling throughout.
picture will be shown again toiughr I'prtion of the county jail. This may
have had some bearing upon the
3 at the Photopiay for the last time,
and a
attendance is expected at statement of the auditor in his reevery show.

J. C. Johnsen & Son
Furnishers"
"Complete

!

Black, Tan
and
Colors

WHOLE

The dance given last night at
armory by the Hebrew ladies
largely attended and proved to be, as
advertised, a most enjoyable affair.
The music furnished was excellent,
while the armory floor was in fine
Refreshments were served
shape.
during the evening.

large
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EAHI8TIPE1S

THAT
BODY'S REPORT
IS
PECTED TO BE RECEIVED
the
EARLY TOMORROW
was

inter-e.stin-

LlQlMnj

1,050

Correct Garments for Men

At the tegular Friday evening services at Temple Monteflore Dr. Jacob
H Landau will speak upon "The B'Nai
B'Rith." All members of the congregation and the general public are
Invited to hear the address.

Potter's Popular Voting
Contest Now Open

CHILES

D'S HOT

We are prepared,
with a large stock of
dishes, especial y
large platters, and
with turkey roasters. Call on us for your needs
in either dining room or kitchen.

CLOTHING STORE

John Pankratz of Cherryvale and
this
Gurule of Trementina
morning applied at the court house for
i each, as bounty upon coyotes killed
by them recently.
Manuel
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The Turkey??

ALL
25 and 35c

TAICHERTS

FOR
Your Thanksgiving Guest,

IfRiiflRIIE

Adv.

Yoi Prepared

I

I

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye. aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Browne.
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I
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Stearns' Store

El

Ull

I I

I

I

the ife of your shoes by
repair deusing Hedgcock's
Adv.,
partment.- C14 Douglas avenue.

Tonight Is you last chance to see
the sensation picture, "Wild Animals
at Large," atthe- Photoplay only.
Complete change of program at the

rie

rs

H

j

Are

n,T1Dn,Vj
.All
llfl I

From now till Thanksgiving
we will ive free a $1.00
Hat with every Suit or Ov
ercoat sold of

Adv.

M

28,

.

SPECIAL OFFER

Double

""a fa
ra
nnn
ii ivri

Camembert

I

Wanted at Once Experienced Salesladies.
Apply at . E. Rosenwald &
Sons. Adv.

Packed For
'Specify
BEAN READ, GEMS and
BISCUITS
ilAVE YOU TRIED IT?
Scalshipt Oysters
Nexifchatel

at 5:32

NOVEMBER

FRIDAY,

I

"The Bismark"
Open

OUGHER'i

BENTLY-LEONAR-

WEDDING

i

Last night at 8 o'clock Miss Unnie
Bently and Frank Leonard werk quietly at the home of the bride at
The plans for the wedding,
although known to the close fnends
of the couple, were kept rather secret
and the ceremony was a surprise to
a large number of friends of the
bride and groom. Rev. J.. L. Imhof
officiated. Mr, and Mrs. Leonard will
reside at San Jose following a few
days' visit In Las Vegas.
Mrs. Leonard Is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Bently. She has
been a resident of Las Vegaa and
Romerovllle for the past several
years and1 is well known. Mr. Leonard Is the son of H. K. Leonard, a
Well known lumber man, He Is well

known In Las Vegas and Is a rancher.
A special train carrying over 100
Italians will pass through Las Vegas
this evening at 6 o'clock, The train
carries people traveling from San
Francisco to Europe.
.

There will be a union temperance
meeting of the Presbyterian, Methodist, Christian and Baptist churches
Sunday evening at the Methodist
church. Rev.' Norman Skinner and
Rev. J. L. Imhof will, be the speakers
on this evening, and a special song
service will occur. A large attendance 13 expected.
'

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon

at the Opera

Bar.

Adv.

